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Preliminaries

Adding items to the agenda requires a two-thirds vote, although new items of business can still be raised without needing that vote once the entire agenda is complete.

Call to Order

Be it resolved that the Speaker calls the meeting to order at 12:30 PM.

Approval of the Agenda

Be it resolved that Council approve the agenda as presented.

Approval of the Minutes

The minutes of a meeting are the official record of what happened at that meeting, and contain the authoritative versions of the actions taken at the meeting. If there are significant reservations about the minutes, the approval may be dispensed with, and the minutes will be returned at the subsequent meeting for approval.

Approval of the Minutes

Be it resolved that Council approve the minutes of the November 19th meeting as presented.

Reports

Motions arising directly out of a report, including to adopt recommendations in the report, may be considered immediately after the report without having to wait until later in the meeting. No action is required to receive a report. If Council decides to adopt or accept a report, then it is endorsing the entire report and not just the recommendations.

Executive Reports

Each executive will highlight key aspects of their written reports in an oral report that lasts no longer than 2 minutes, to be followed immediately by a question period lasting no longer than 10 minutes per executive.

1. President
2. Vice President, Internal
3. Vice President, Operations and Finance
4. Vice President, Education

General Orders

A general order is an item of business that is ordered to be taken up at a meeting. Time limits to discussions indicate the point at which the Speaker will end the discussion unless Council directs otherwise.

Science councilor Cameron Mills has resigned from his position effective immediately – Elizabeth O’Sullivan

Updates on Presidential Advisory Committee – Student Mental Health: Student Services Panel – Seneca Velling and Antonio Brieva

BIRT the Federation of Students protests any increase co-operative education fees prior to the completion of the Co-op Fee Deep-Dive analysis investigating the need for, and impact of, any such increases; and

BIFRT the Federation of Students requests a hiatus on any changes to co-op fees until the completion of the deep-dive investigation; and

BIFRT, the Federation of Students requests decisions regarding changes in fees are conducted in a more
transparent manner involving continuous dialogue with students (particularly through Co-op Student Council and Co-op Education Council); and

BIFRT fees increases borne by students above the annual Consumer Price Index adjustment should have approval-in-principle by elected student representatives. - Seneca Velling

BIRT Council ratifies the appointment of the Elections and Referenda Officer, Rency Luan – Aisha Shibli

BIRT Council appoints __________________, __________________, and __________________ to the Elections and Referenda Appeals Committee (ERAC). – Aisha Shibli

BIRT Council appoints __________________ and __________________ to the Campus Life Advisory Committee – Jill Knight

BIRT Council appoints __________________ and __________________ to the Internal Administration Committee – Jill Knight

BIRT Council appoints __________________ to the Leadership Awards Committee – Jill Knight

Update on Service Coordinators – Jill Knight

Update from MathNews

BIRT Council approves the Indigenous Policy – Andrew Clubine

New Business

Any Councillor may raise any item of concern during new business. Generally, long discussions without a specific motion before Council should be avoided, and are technically against the rules of procedure. If a Councillor has any questions about the procedure, form, or content, they should ask the Speaker.

Adjournment

Adjournment scheduled at 3:30.
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Federation of Students
University of Waterloo
Societies:
- **Recap from November’s meeting:**
  - 7 societies represented at the meeting
  - COPs Procedure was reviewed and edited
  - Society Widget update (Portal is looking into creating a layer for the Societies – discussions continue to happen)
  - Space – usage agreements with faculties
- **Our COPs meeting is taking place on January 10th**
  - Topics of this meeting included Winter term event, Resource Manual Update, COPs procedure (to be brought to council for information when it passes), executive updates, Feds Election, booking the remainder or the term
- Created a template for the Society Relations Commissioner to be evaluated/appraised
- **Goals for this term:**
  - Society Relations Commissioner and myself to attend 1 executive meeting and 1 event
  - Provide the opportunity for optional one on ones with society presidents
  - Encourage inter-society events
  - Host a COPs meeting on a satellite campus

Wellness:
- Wellness Days will be starting at the end of January
- Discussion about branding has been taking place
- In depth communications are currently being developed
- Continuing our working with Athletics and Recreation and Campus Wellness, here is more of an idea of what the initiative will look like:

**Background:**
- Pilot program, from January- March 2018
  - Wellness day is every Wednesday.
  - Within each month, there would be one Wednesday with concentrated activities across campus (e.g., January activity day focuses on mind, February activity day focuses on body, March activity day focuses on life)
  - All other Wednesdays of the month will be focused on communication outreach in a rotating manner

**Goal:**
- University of Waterloo will support students to achieve their optimal wellness (body, mind and life).

**Objectives:**
- To increase awareness about campus health and wellness services and supports
- To increase knowledge about healthy lifestyle choices and self-care strategies
- To promote health-seeking behaviors among students.
- To increase collaboration among campus partners by sharing knowledge, expertise, resources, and communication strategies.

**Strategies (to be further developed):**
- Personal Development
- Supportive Environment
- Campus Culture/Norms
Overall Updates October/November:

- **IAC** was paused due to the holiday break
  - Committee will be electing new members for the Winter Term
- **IFC** has standardized meeting agenda and templates to be used to track relevant information more effectively
- **Welcome Week** happened from January 9th-12th with activities such as Warriors on Ice, Warrior Breakfast, Learn to Knit, We Got Game, Dear Future Me
  - Next report will have a feedback update and numbers about these events
  - I am connecting with Satellite campus societies to see if students are interested in having some Welcome Week events on their campus in late January
- Antonio and myself went to Pharmacy Campus and attended their Clubs and Society days
  - We chatted to approximately 70 first year pharmacy students and 20 upper year students
- I am continuing to meet with MATES and Women’s Centre advocacy directors to further their goals
- I met with 2 BASE executives in December. We will be continuing to meet ongoing this term to provide support to this club and support them in the best way possible.
- Remote office hours on satellite campuses will be starting the 4th week of the term. Myself, the executives and sometimes the Society Relations Commissioner will be going out to satellite campuses on a regular, scheduled basis.

*If you have any comments, concerns, complaints or compliments about campus life (or anything about the university and Feds) feel free to reach out!*

[vpin@feds.ca](mailto:vpin@feds.ca)  |  [@uwFedsVPI](https://twitter.com/uwFedsVPI)  |  SLC 1104
Brian Schwan
VP Operations & Finance

January 2018

Federation of Students
University of Waterloo
Executive Report

1) Month Summary
2) Current Projects /Initiatives

Month Summary

The Bombshelter:
- The Bomber has launched a new Monday deal of the week, domestic pints are now offered for 4.50 on Mondays.
- First Bomber was extremely busy and saw over 800 students through the door throughout the night
- First Trivia of the term was a popular one along with WW sex toy bingo. We continue to see many students involved in these events and high attendance is a result of an engaging night.

International News:
- International News will be the spot to hold a bigger variety of Sushi during CB closures due to SLC PAC expansion. This spot already has higher traffic and a fridge to accommodate the various options.

Campus Bubble/Bento:
- Continuing to find a pop up shop plan for CB during the SLC/PAC Closures. We are awaiting on the final timelines for closures to ensure we can communicate to students in a necessary and effective manner.

Feds Used Books:
- We are currently looking at reducing the hours during the remaining two months of each term. This is going to be done through assessment of the previous years transactions during these months. During the fall term there was more traffic during the middle of the day and less in the morning and evenings. This will be done to ensure the service is still accessible but also efficient.

Current Projects/Initiatives

During the month of December there was an imprint article discussing the MathSoc/MathNews financial situation. Upon learning of the dispute and the emails that were sent from the societies accountant Myself and the VPIN promptly set up a meeting to sort out the disagreements at hand. In addition we clarified that it is not the societies accountant’s responsible to dictate or comment on how societies are spending their funds out side of the financial, insurance, and legal requirements that must be met to ensure we are in compliance of accounting regulations for Non-Profits. We have identified that this was an overstep and formally apologized to all those involved. In addition, the VPIN and myself have offered further support to work through any
further disagreements or areas of concern either party has. I will be meeting with all parties again in the coming days to discuss if any other issues remain outstanding to confirm all barriers have appropriate solutions for the benefit of the student groups. I will be passing the emails along to the speaker & secretary of council to add them to the minutes for clarity and transparency.

2.B Legal Survey
The legal survey will be live starting Monday, you can visit this survey at www.legalsurvey.fed.ca, please share this within your own society groups and with your faculties/programs. The information here will be provided to council in a report form to discuss how they would like to proceed going forward, whether it is or isn’t of interest to students and

2.C Job Fair
The PT Job fair happened this past Wednesday, we had the majority of the commercial services present who needed to hire more staff for the winter term. The plan is to continue this event each term to assist in helping students find employment and to also promote awareness of the vast amount of opportunities Feds provides to students.
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PAC-SMH – Student Services Panel
1. Executive Summary

Following the initial introduction to the President’s Advisory Council – Student Mental Health, the Student Services Panel reconvened to determine its approach to the mandated questions. Working groups were assigned to address each question, and an analysis was conducted to identify: a) what peer services/programs currently exist on campus, b) what digital resources were promoted, and c) what literature exists on this topic and what work other institutions are doing on the topic of Student Mental Health.

An online survey was distributed to student-focused services to understand what additional supports were being requested by staff, and to better understand what level of training the peer volunteers should receive on mental health. Informational interviews were conducted with Student Services representatives to identify their level of understanding with the mandated questions. A focus group was held with undergraduate students to learn if and how they feel supported by Student Services regarding their mental health.

The participants of the Student focus group identified reasons they believed mental health services were used on campus (i.e. transition, intensity of program, identity, etc.) and what services they viewed as contributing to their well-being. They also shared their experiences with formal and informal mental health services around campus and in the community. Students suggested many preferences regarding how mental health messages are shared with them.

An increased need for training was a common theme that emerged during staff conversations. A challenge they frequently face is knowing what training and resources are available to them and to students. Staff indicated that there should be mandated training that is in relation to their specific roles and to have one point of contact mediating the referrals to students. While Counselling Services does offer mental health training to staff, Counselling Services is primarily funded for student programming; its offerings for staff are limited. In terms of student training, the Peer Mentorship Coordinator provides support to the variety of peer-to-peer groups on campus. Their role manages and supports the Peer Mentorship Training program.

Specific mental health training is not included in these modules but there are related topics that help support the wellbeing of a student (i.e. students are directed to Counselling Services for further resources, if required). Additionally, peers are referred to SafeTalk or More Feet on the Ground for further mental health training. Since Peer Mentorship Training is not mandatory, the level of specific mental health training varies across peer groups, often depending on their target audience.

The University of Waterloo has not always clearly communicated its commitment to care and compassion. A community development model is recommended to encourage a more upstream approach. Student mental health should be considered in future
decision making, policy creation and process development. Moreover, it has been determined that having a common definition of what “resiliency” and “failure” means to the university as a whole would help provide a framework for how students services function. Through analysis of space on campus, it is evident that there is a continued demand to consider combining locations with the needs of the students, particularly making sure there is space for each student in areas of academic study, social support, and fitness.

Overall, Student Services collaborate well together but there is room for further integration, particularly in the need for single point of contact, as can be seen throughout the recommendations of the panel. Four main recommendations are offered by this Panel for the PAC-SMH's consideration.

Significantly, in reviewing other Panels’ recommendations, it is our understanding that common themes with the Student Services Panel include: clearer processes and accountability; multiple accesses to mental health support services (every door is the right door); enhanced coordination amongst services; a culture of competition vs. compassion; enhanced training for staff and faculty; review of academic programming; enhanced awareness/education and communication on mental health.

2. Overview of Panel Mandate

Mandate: to examine how student support services work together and whether more cross campus training is needed.

- How well are student services working together to provide a comprehensive mental health response? (e.g. Housing, Campus Wellness, Student Success Office, AccessAbility, Athletics, Academic Advising)
- How integrated are peer-to-peer services? (e.g. UW MATES and Campus Response Team)
- What additional supports are needed to ensure an adequate level of mental health awareness across student services?
- How do we encourage investments in wellness/recreational space and programming?
- What additional training can be beneficial?
- How can student services empower students to be more resilient and overcome failure?

During the initial meetings of the panel, it was determined that all of the mandate questions resonated with the group and should be addressed. Rather than responding to the questions all together as a group, the panel took the approach of breaking into six working groups that were then responsible for researching and making recommendations for each mandate question. Panel members were encouraged to
provide feedback or suggestions for each mandate question, even if they were not part of that working group.

3. Methodology

To address the mandate questions, one of the primary focus areas of this panel was to determine the current and future state of student services on campus in order to facilitate a gap analysis. As a starting point, an inventory of existing peer services and programs at the University of Waterloo was conducted through a digital scan of university service, department, and faculty websites and Facebook. This inventory was supplemented with the expertise of the Coordinator, Peer Mentorship program within the Student Success Office. To determine the existing initiatives of other institutions, an environmental scan of relevant mental health initiatives in other Canadian universities and colleges was completed. A brief review of existing literature within social science databases and grey literature sources took place where gaps in the environmental scan existed.

Each Working Group used quantitative and/or qualitative data collection methods to address its respective mandate question. An online survey was used to determine what mental health training is currently offered and what training staff would like to see implemented. Responses were collected from over 20 student focused services (e.g. Student Success Office, AccessAbility Services, Counselling Services, Student Union services, etc.). Survey questions aimed to further understand what additional supports are needed to ensure an adequate level of mental health awareness across student services, including the training peer volunteers receive.

Qualitative data collection methods included interviews and a focus group. Semi-structured interviews were also conducted with key informants from the University of Waterloo. A semi-structured interview format was used to allow for respondents to answer in detail, and have an opportunity to clarify their responses (Neuman, 2011). Interview questions addressed mental health awareness, training, resiliency, recreational spaces, and a comprehensive mental health response. One focus group was conducted with undergraduate students by the Student Success Office. Students were asked 13 questions to further understand student perspectives and knowledge about mental health services (on and off campus), the need for additional mental health services on campus and how information about services should be shared with students.

The following groups / stakeholders were consulted:

- AccessAbility Services
- Arts Undergraduate Office
- Athletics and Recreation
- Campus Wellness, including Counselling Services
- Centre for Career Action

PAC-SMH – Student Services Panel
4. Observations / Findings

The observations and findings below are outlined below in seven areas:
- Student Perspectives, Knowledge, and Use of Mental Health Services
- Sharing Information with Students
- Mental Health Training for Staff and Students
- Access to Mental Health Services
- Peer Services
- Resiliency
- Recreational and Wellness Spaces

Student Perspectives, Knowledge, and Use of Mental Health Services

Focus group participants indicated that mental health services were used for: first-year transition stresses, intensity of program, financial problems, balancing co-op and school, lack of belonging, high academic expectations, issues specific to being an international student, relationship problems, gender identity and sexual orientation, chronic mental illness, personal struggles and uncertainty in the person’s life.

Students indicated that they sought formal and informal mental health services. Formal services included receiving immediate interventions with Counselling Services on campus, but described experiencing difficulties obtaining ongoing help. Students had also described using off-campus resources as wait times on campus were indicated to be too long. Informal mental health services included talking to a friend or asking a university employee, professor or advisor they trusted. However, not all of these individuals were trained in mental first aid.
The following services were also indicated as helpful in maintaining well-being: gym facilities, therapy dogs, campus events, peer-to-peer counselling programs, Federation of Students’ programs and services (including those run by Faculty Student Societies), faculty mentorship programs, Health Services, Counselling Services, AccessAbility Services, Student Success Office and Good to Talk.

Sharing Information with Students

Students indicated that messages about mental health should be shared during the first week of the term, co-op applications, midterms, finals and during the holidays. There were also concerns about the stigma surrounding mental health, and about the exposure aspects of approaching such programs in front of others.

The following communication ideas were shared by focus group participants:

- Increasing the number of booths by the services in the Student Life Centre marketplace
- Listing services on LEARN (since every student accesses it on a regular basis)
- Having professors participate in the conversation more. For example, professors wear orange shirts during Mental Health Wellness Day, but some professors address their students awkwardly. It would be beneficial to have professors actively bring up mental health every few weeks in their class, rather than once a year.
- Displaying University of Waterloo stickers with help numbers and resources on each computer
- Including resources on the back of the WatCard: Good2Talk, Counselling Services
- Sending out emails with formatting to ensure each student is addressed by name, rather than a generic format

Mental Health Training for Staff and Students

From the staff perspective, a strong emphasis on the need for increased training was pervasive throughout all consultations. Over 76% of survey respondents stated that they had dealt with a student on some level who had expressed a mental health concern; approximately 50% felt that they have not received enough mental health training in their role; 41% felt that they knew where to refer a student with a mental health concern; and 87% indicated that they felt mental health training should be mandatory. This information demonstrates that the current challenge is a lack of knowledge around what training is currently offered, what resources are available on campus for staff to refer students, and that mandatory staff training needs to be improved.
Identifying these challenges creates an opportunity for a review of onboard training for staff, and new mandatory training options. This allows for a better understanding across departments regarding to mental health awareness and response, as well as the need for consistent referrals and messaging when communicating with students regarding what is available to help them on campus should a mental health concern arise.

Consultations with staff also indicated that training should be mandated at a content level that matches specific roles, and effective communication of why staff are receiving certain training (versus other) would potentially alleviate the anxiety of staff who feel they need to (or should be doing) more. Some units have activated their own response through assigning/creating internal unit roles with specific accountabilities to share key mental health information (i.e. schedule of training, new initiatives, key pieces of research/messaging) to ensure their unit was up-to-date. (The WLU Blue Book initiative for staff was noted as an example). Most units where there are advisors, counsellors, coaches or customer service roles, indicated a strong desire for one point-of-contact to help triage their requests/collect information in a rapid way (on-call resource for non-urgent needs, sharing of resources, etc.). The Student Success Office Community of Advisors were identified as a key group for connecting with students.

Counselling Services currently offers a variety of mental health training options to students, faculty and staff. Training is mostly accessed by students, peer leaders, and staff; with fewer faculty members attending compared to the other groups. Most training is accessed based on personal interest, however some are referred by their department to take the training (such as Teaching Assistants, Residence Life Dons and specific staff departments).

Most training options are run by facilitators within Counselling Services (with the exception of two other staff members who are trained in Mental Health First Aid and SafeTalk). However, there is limited capacity among Counselling Services staff to provide a variety of training while also managing the increased number of students requiring their services. Since certification is required for almost all training sessions offered for Mental Health Education, and Campus Wellness/Counselling Services are the only departments who would be able to offer such training at this time, there is limited availability and scheduling regular training is difficult. Training sessions are normally scheduled to take place once a month, however if a training group of 30 or more people (from one department, for example) sign up, this will take the monthly slot, and there are not enough facilitators to add additional training courses within the same month.

*Access to Mental Health Services*

The immediacy of care for students can vary due to inconsistent reception at Health and Counselling Services. Although students in emotional distress were identified easily and early in a variety of settings (Undergraduate Offices, SSO, AccessAbility appointments, various residential settings, student employment settings), access to Counselling and/or
Health Services may not be provided depending on timing, circumstances, and sometimes perceived mood of staff and caregivers. For students in crisis, this gap in service provision can result in not having their mental health needs met.

Without an institutional mental health framework in place, the commitment to care and a culture of compassion has not been clearly articulated by the University of Waterloo. A service delivery model where students are identified in crisis, provided a reactive response to intake/professional care, and offered a resolution has limited capacity. A community development model encourages a more upstream approach, where mental health is built into policies, decision-making, and processes.

The community development model can shift academic culture towards success, compassion, and collaboration between different units. Adjusting the time of day when assignments are due, addressing competing interests of course material and intellectual property rights, adjusting co-op expectations during new student recruitment to align messages with reasonable co-op outcomes, and student accommodation were a few suggested examples of change.

Peer Services

There is currently a Peer Mentorship Coordinator within the Student Success Office (Catherine Chan). This full-time permanent role is responsible for the training and support of peer-to-peer groups on campus. Catherine’s inventory identified 65 peer-to-peer groups on campus, which differed from the panel’s findings of 33 active peer-to-peer groups within their digital scan. Catherine is currently working with one third of these groups, and that the other two thirds were likely not aware of her role or were coordinated intermittently without the support/direction of a full-time staff person to help administer the program.

Part of the Peer Mentorship Coordinator’s role is the management and facilitation of the Peer Mentorship Training program. The Peer Mentorship Training program consists of four modules, offered over a 1 day (6 hour period):

- Mentoring Relationships
- Resources: Being, Referring and Seeking
- Effective Communication in Your Relationships
- University of Waterloo’s Principles of Inclusivity

While the training does not include specific mental health training, participants in Peer Mentorship Training are referred to SafeTalk or More Feet on the Ground for additional mental health training.
Resiliency

There are a number of programs and resources available on campus to students that are meant to help build upon their skills, providing a safe place to talk or get help and many programs that help to build community. These include but are not limited to: the Peer Health Educators teams including, Burst Your Bubble, Healthy Minds, Stand Up to Stigma; Counseling Services’ Coping Skills workshops; MATES program; Student Success Office workshops; the services offered by the Federation of Students / Societies; programs offered through Housing and Residences; Athletics and Recreation programs, as well as programs run within each faculty. Transitional programs (Faculty 101 Days and Orientation) for incoming students have worked to build growth mindset into the programming and messaging to students and their parents and families.

While the words “resilience” and “failure” are being used more frequently, there is no clear, shared definition of what they mean for everyone at the University of Waterloo, including an acknowledgment that most students cannot understand how to cope with failure until they live the experience.

The size of the campus and decentralization of student services are the predominant barriers for students to recognize services and support structures available to them and for staff to be able to promote the broad spectrum of options to students that they are unaware of. Despite these cross-campus efforts, there is room for improvement in order to help students be more resilient and successful, both in their health and their studies.

Recreational and Wellness Spaces

There is an opportunity to encourage mental wellness by aligning space planning with the broader campus wellness strategy and designing built environments that are supportive of mental health. The Student Life Centre/Physical Activities Complex (SLC/PAC) Expansion Project demonstrates an institutional response to addressing the need for more social, study, dining, and recreation space (University of Waterloo, n.d.). The process used to secure investment for this project engaged the following stakeholder groups:

- Federation of Students (Feds) and the Graduate Student Association (GSA): Engaging the larger student population through student unions led to a passed referendum, and input into space features for meeting, dining, studying, and lounging.
- University of Waterloo Administration: There was demonstrated alignment with the 2018 Goals/Objectives listed in the Strategic Plan Theme of the “Vibrant Student Experience” (University of Waterloo, n.d.).
- Donors and Alumni: Communicating with alumni and stewarding donors with a case for support was facilitated with messaging around the rationale of the existing priority and investments that had already been made.
Despite existing investments in expanding space on campus, there remains a gap in meeting the capacity demands for all students according to industry metrics (e.g. the square footage required for study and fitness for each student). Using this three-pronged approach for stakeholder buy-in, as well as demonstrating the impact of initial investments in recreational space on student mental wellness, can enable future space investments on campus.

5. Analysis

*Mental Health Training for Staff and Students*

The panel identified a consistent theme of staff desire for greater mental health training. Staff felt ill-equipped to assist or refer students to the appropriate parties or resources across campus when a mental health concern was presented. They also felt as though identifying a mental health concern may be difficult, or may go unnoticed due to lack of training.

Many departments on campus are willing to work together to create a plan for mandatory online or in-person training for staff (e.g. Organizational and Human Development, Safety Office, Counselling Services, and Occupational Health). There was agreement to leveraging the current online training program "More Feet on the Ground" as an initial mandatory training program for all student service staff. A roll out of more in-depth training such as Mental Health First Aid and Question, Persuade, Refer (QPR) could subsequently take place for specific staff who would like additional training in these areas to support their department. There was a suggestion for all staff to take the online general training, and a small number of staff from each department to be trained in Mental Health First Aid or QPR. The individuals with a greater level of competency would be “Mental Health Ambassadors” that could triage crisis situations, and provide more specialized advice for staff who may need assistance or direction.

*Consistent Messaging for Addressing Mental Health*

There is a lack of consistent messaging for addressing mental health issues or referrals for students. This gap may result in students being referred to various departments before their issue is addressed, or students not being communicated to about their mental health concerns if the department has had little or no training on mental health responses.

An example of where mental health training would be beneficial for consistent messaging would be within the Registrar’s Office when students are petitioning a term. If the student’s petition is denied, there currently is no mention of resources available to help students cope with potential mental health concerns that may arise or be exacerbated due to the decision regarding their petition (even if mental health concerns
were addressed within their petition documentation). It would be beneficial for all departments who deal with sensitive subjects to have consistent messaging when communicating sensitive or potentially negative information to students, and to proactively offer assistance.

**Access to Mental Health Services**

Students experience challenges accessing mental health services and information due to a lack of integration of care. Student services work well together, but there is room for significant integration and optimization of services. It may be necessary to consider a significant paradigm shift in the care of student mental health from a service delivery model to a community development model. The latter would triage needs according to those units most suited to meet them (e.g. need for connectedness by Housing; need for counselling by Counselling Services), thereby optimizing all of our resources and more importantly building a stronger sense of community and common purpose at the University of Waterloo.

A systemic approach for enhancing and maintaining the mental health of community members will require a framework that enables a comprehensive mental health response. The University of Waterloo has an opportunity to leverage the framework for post-secondary student mental health by the Canadian Association of College and University Student Services (CACUSS) and Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) (2013). This strategy would align with Simon Fraser University’s Healthy Campus Community initiative and the Okanagan Charter: An International Charter for Health Promoting Universities and Colleges.
Figure 1: Framework for Student Mental Health, CACUSS and CMHA, 2013.

Peer Services

There are two distinct types of peer-to-peer groups on campus: (1) Groups that have department/service/faculty support, often with paid coordinator positions; and (2) Grassroots peer-led initiatives, driven and facilitated entirely by students. When discussing collaboration, unified training, consistent expectations and support, this report primarily considers the former of these two groups.

Twelve (12) out of the thirty-three (33) contacted groups responded to the panel’s questions. All of the groups commented that they had very little contact or opportunities to collaborate with other groups on campus, but that they would be interested in doing so in the future although it is unclear on what topics/themes they should be collaborating. The Student Success Office is considering a peer mentorship “Community of Practice” to help identify existing support, resources, and staff available for peer mentorship and peer-to-peer programs.

There appear to be strong partnerships between some peer-to-peer groups and the Student Success Office, as the support and training available by the Student Success Office is substantial. However, there is a lack of awareness regarding what is offered by the Student Success Office, and it is not clear how to most effectively share this information with all peer-to-peer groups. There may also be peer-to-peer groups with
similar objectives; groups may be replicating existing resources without tapping into what is already available.

Further, volunteers with each of the peer-to-peer groups all receive varying degrees of training in providing mental health resources to campus. Of the 12 groups the panel connected with, all identified sharing hard-copy resources, such as brochures or pamphlets, with students.

**Resilience**

There were varying interpretations of resilience. The University of British Columbia uses the American Psychological Association’s guide, *The Road to Resilience* definition: 
*Resilience is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy and other significant sources of stress... Having strong resiliency skills doesn’t remove challenging or distressed feelings altogether, but rather can help reduce the time it takes to return to ‘normal’ everyday functioning. Luckily, resilience involves behaviours, thoughts, actions and skills that can be learned and developed.”* When researching further into how resilience was defined, “The 7 Cs: The Essential Building Blocks of Resilience” provided an outline to consider when looking at what resiliency could mean on the University of Waterloo campus and the resulting education for staff, faculty and students.

Higher education institutions are determining long-term programs that can help students build skills in relation to resilience, and not just looking at overcoming academic failure. Great West Life’s Centre for Mental Health in the Workplace has created a plan for Resilience, with a recently launched student version. This plan has students analyze the different areas they may feel negative stressors exist in their health, family, relationships, finances and academics. They are then helped to understand the impact of these stressors, followed by developing strategies to employ when they are aware of the early warning signs of these stressors. Similarly, Ryerson University has developed a curriculum for their new students to go through with the intent to “to help students feel a sense of support on campus, to better appreciate the connections between academic success and other elements of a healthy lifestyle, and, primarily, to help students develop capacities for well-being that will serve them throughout their lives” (Ryerson University, 2017). Students receive a workbook with weekly exercises and program options. Since the program is still in its infancy, the long term impact has not yet been evaluated.

**Recreational and Wellness Spaces**

There are a growing number of Canadian universities that have recognized that physical space and the built environment have an impact on the health and mental health of those who use the facilities. One notable example includes Simon Fraser University’s (Burnaby, British Columbia) principles for enhancing well-being through physical spaces (Simon Fraser University, 2014). These principles were developed as part of SFU’s
Healthy Campus Community initiative, and include the following design guidelines for well-being:

- provide opportunities for social connection and collaboration;
- enhance access and connection to nature;
- provide flexibility and adaptability;
- support and promote healthy living;
- enhance physical and mental comfort;
- ensure inclusion and appreciation of diversity;
- and align with SFU’s sustainability goals.

It is therefore important to explore how wellness and recreational space/programming contribute to student mental health at the University of Waterloo. Understanding the impact of the built environment on students will help higher education administrators, instructors, and staff explore strategies on how to encourage investment in space design.

It is noteworthy that UW’s Feds has developed Policy 31 on Student Space which was recently updated to be consistent with Ontario University Student Alliance (OUSA).

6. Recommendations

Based on the observations and analysis of the Student Services Panel, the following four recommendations were developed to address student mental health at the University of Waterloo; one or more includes sub-areas. These recommendations are intended to align with those developed by the other President Advisory Committee – Student Mental Health panels.

Recommendation #1: Establish a Student Mental Health Collaborative Body

a. Create a Student Mental Health collaborative body to operationalize the university initiative on student mental health.

The mandate of the collaborative body should be established at the senior administration level (e.g. Executive Council), and leverage the expertise of direct service providers, managers, and student leaders for implementation considerations. The collaborative body’s mandate should aim to answer questions regarding service availability, direct service provider practice, mental health metrics, and incident report follow-up. A clear escalation and reporting path should be outlined and communicated, such that anyone on campus would know, within the scope of their responsibilities, how to report and address a concern, an event or an incident, and how to escalate it to the next level, if necessary.
b. Develop a coordinated, university-wide framework for mental health, which fits into a greater Campus Wellness Strategy.

The University of Waterloo should develop an institutional framework for mental health that enables data-gathering and reporting for self-reported needs/perspectives on mental health, incidents of mental health crisis, and mental health service access. Existing frameworks from other higher education institutions (e.g. Simon Fraser University, University of Calgary, etc.) should be leveraged. There should be shared aspirations across campus that include health equity principles, and considerations for vulnerable groups such as international students. A Campus Wellness Strategy should incorporate dimensions of wellness beyond, but contributing to, mental health. For example, a mind, body, spirit approach.

Recommendation #2: Increase Mental Health Training and Support for University of Waterloo staff

a. Provide online mandatory training for all staff (student service related or otherwise) through the Human Resources portal (myHRinfo).

Incorporating mandatory mental health training for all current staff and faculty, and the on-boarding of faculty and staff through the Human Resources portal could enable baseline knowledge development. Similar to the required training for Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) and workplace harassment, this platform can provide training in an accessible format and ensure that staff have completed the training online. The “More Feet on the Ground” online training program can be leveraged, and adapted with the assistance of Information Systems and Technology.

Further research is required to determine what type of training is required by role, as some of the broader information people required directly relates to students’ mental health but is not ‘typical’ mental health training (e.g. cultural competency training for interactions with students; messaging to students in the classroom, etc.).

b. Establish Mental Health Ambassadors within departments to act as main points of contact for other staff members.

Mental Health Ambassadors would include a number of staff from each student service department that have been trained in Mental Health First Aid or Question, Persuade, Refer (QPR). They would act as a main point of contact for other staff members should an issue arise, and act a liaison to the appropriate resource(s). Mental Health Ambassadors can provide immediate assistance in directing crisis situations, or appropriate referrals can be made within each department while giving students consistent messaging and referrals across campus. Departments should consider allocating funding for staff training and certification. These Ambassadors would not
function as mental health counsellors, but rather as points of contact for staff for referrals or suggestions on how to best respond or communicate with a student who has been identified as requiring further assistance or referrals on campus.

c. **Invest in a dedicated full-time resource for mental health training.**

Hiring a Mental Health Training Coordinator can enable the implementation of maintaining, coordinating, and offering of training to all staff, faculty, students, and the above mentioned Mental Health Ambassadors. This individual would be responsible for conducting workshops, liaising with training programs from external organizations, acting as a main point of contact for departments to schedule training for their staff. Coordinators would also be able to work closely with the Organizational and Human Development office to develop workshops for staff on campus as well. Shifting these responsibilities away from Counselling Services staff would make a difference in staff’s capacity to meet the increasing demands of student need.

d. **Encourage capacity building through a train-the-trainer approach.**

As Counselling Services are currently one of the only departments with staff certified to administer mental health training, there are limited spaces and availability. To increase access to training session offerings, staff outside of Counselling Services should be able to be certified to facilitate Mental Health First Aid and QPR training sessions for other staff.

Recommendation #3: Improve Awareness of Peer Services and Increase Student Resilience

a. **Develop a comprehensive list of all peer-to-peer groups on campus, and provide opportunities for knowledge sharing.**

A comprehensive list of all peer-to-peer groups on campus should be compiled and shared to improve awareness of these programs among student services, faculty, staff, and other peer-to-peer groups (e.g. on the resource page on LEARN or one location with all services or service knowledge for students to access). There should also be efforts to inform students of services throughout the year through outreach emails, rather than occasionally or only at Orientation. Working with Student Societies (such as EngSoc and SciSoc who prioritize mental health messaging) and the Federation of Students can enhance awareness of differences in services, how to access services, and enable grassroots promotion of general resources availability.

A peer mentorship “Community of Practice” should also be developed to identify existing support, resources, and staff available for peer mentorship and peer-to-peer programs. To evaluate the progress of this resource promotion, a survey should be conducted to determine which peer-to-peer groups students access, are familiar with,
and would be comfortable accessing in the future. Further exploration and articulation about the value of peer mentorship and their collaboration, the role peer mentorship plays in building campus community, and the consequential impact this has on mental health is vital to augmenting the student experience.

**b. Support resiliency building among students.**

A common definition of “resiliency” should be developed for the University of Waterloo, and shared broadly with all campus departments. This definition can be incorporated into campus culture through the onboarding of new staff, and furthering an understanding of how resilience applies to the students being served and how to normalize experiences of failure. Panic, Anxiety, Stress, Stress Support (PASS) kits should be provided to students as a supplementary way of referring students to programs and services. Further research should be conducted to determine the plausibility of incorporating resilience-building programs into the school year.

**Recommendation #4: Invest in Recreational and Wellness Spaces**

**a. Invest in interdisciplinary and informal learning spaces that create opportunities for community building.**

Developing recreational and wellness spaces that are accessible to students from all faculties can encourage casual interactions that help reinforce student engagement, and a sense of connection to the campus community. Informal learning spaces can include, but are limited to, multi-purpose meeting rooms, dining spaces, lounges, green spaces, quiet rooms, gaming spaces, fitness centres, and prayer rooms. Student leaders have been advocating for these kinds of spaces for many years.

**b. Align the demand and opportunity for new wellness and recreational spaces by engaging students (e.g. Feds/Student Societies, GSA), administration, alumni, and donors in allocating dedicated resources.**

Determining the current use and satisfaction of recreational and wellness space by students can help address space limitations. This data can be an input for sustaining engagement and investment by students, administration, alumni, and donors. Developing and communicating a future vision for space planning with wellness in mind can continue making physical spaces a priority.

**c. Develop principles and guidelines for physical spaces that promote mental health within informal learning spaces.**

A collaborative process should be used with multiple stakeholders on and off campus to develop principles and guidelines that increase awareness and use of health promotion.
principles in the built environment. Features such as light, temperature, air quality, furniture, nature, colours, single/group settings (social connection), and inclusivity should be considered when planning, repurposing, or renovating facilities (Simon Fraser University, 2014). The planning of spaces, programs, and services should also align with the universal design philosophy (National Disability Authority, 2012). Ensuring the design and renovation of university spaces incorporates these universal design principles will enable inclusive, accessible, and flexible spaces for people of all abilities.

7. Future Considerations

Throughout the panel’s investigation of mental health supports, initiatives, and access to services, a number of future considerations were identified. Ultimately, further exploration related to the student experience beyond our typical three pillars -- co-operative education, entrepreneurship, and research-intensive experiences -- is valuable. Ongoing engagement in the process of building community was another identified layer that was integral to ensuring a safe, inclusive, positive environment at University of Waterloo.

Engagement of, and by, staff, faculty, and students towards building a stronger sense of community at Waterloo will have a ripple effect across campus: further promote upper-year retention rates and satisfaction; an increased “sense” of care by students; support resiliency; direct fruitful discussions related to overcoming obstacles (policy, resources); further support a circle of care for students regardless if the challenges are social, academic or personal. These ripple effects directly affect our students’ mental health.

There are references throughout this report highlighting the community’s desire for more training. While training is helpful, and needed, the larger systemic picture must also include a plan that supports the institution’s (in)ability to moderate issues that cause students undue stress. For example:

- Adjusting the time of day when assignments are due;
- Student accommodations related to mental health;
- Class scheduling system which doesn’t support students who are caregivers, work part-time, etc.;
- Internal transfer policies;
- “Tone” of automated emails that are delivered to students who are at risk.

These examples of systemic administrative hurdles are directly linked to a student’s sense of (lack of) support.

Further alignment with the Student Experience Panel may also suggest the need to explore the challenges faced by different student populations related to conversations about, and delivery of mental health and wellness issues. Our students are not a homogenous group and our service delivery model must take this into account. For
instance, international students, graduate students, transfer students, students who live on campus versus off campus, online community, etc. all have varying needs.

A key element to building community is students’ engagement with their peers. Our exploration of some peer-to-peer services was incomplete given the data sets and information available. What is true is the need for increased exploration of the promotion of services, coordinated initiatives, and a community-wide understanding of the value of these networks. Further work in partnership with key Waterloo staff (staff and student-staff) who are actively and consistently engaged in this work would help tackle this question.

Finally, as we examine the community development model further it is clear that the dedication to providing a healthy, positive, inclusive environment relies on all Waterloo stakeholders to be involved inside and outside of the classroom. Faculty members need the support to understand the role they play in building a vibrant community and how their role, their work, and their approach may need to vary in support of student mental health and wellness. Identification of key messages, work-flow, critical timing within a term and tools for success in the classroom were identified.

The panel members greatly appreciate the opportunity to contribute to the PAC-SMH’s work and look forward to University of Waterloo’s continued focus in this area.
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A. How well are student services working together to provide a comprehensive mental health response?

Date: 10 November 2017
To: Co-Chairs, PAC-SMH Student Services Panel
From: Randy Dauphin, Ed Janzen, Melinda Meng, Alice Raynard
Subject: Report of Collaboration from a Working Group to the Student Services Panel

This report aims at answering the following question: How well are student services working together to provide a comprehensive mental health response? Student services include, for instance, Housing, Campus Wellness, SSO, AccessAbility, Athletics, Academic Advising.

1. Method
Based on our own knowledge of services available on campus, a list of potential informants was elaborated. Informants were then reached either by email or in person. The informants reported being part of one of the following services: Food Services, Student Success Office, Retail Services, Housing and Residences, Arts Undergraduate Office, Science Undergraduate Office, Math Undergraduate Office, Environment Undergraduate Office, Campus Wellness, Athletics and Recreation, and AccessAbility Services.

The following questions were asked of the informants:

a. Which department do you work for on campus?
b. Does your department work together with any of the following student services to provide mental health response? [The proposed list was: Housing, Retail Services, Campus wellness, Food Services, SSO, AccessAbility, Athletics, Academic Advising, Feds, Other student Services]
c. Please answer the following questions for each of the service that you selected “Yes” above.
   · Service name;
   · Who (which position) do you contact regarding mental health concerns?
   · How do your contact them? And what is the best approach for contacting them?
   · What information do you exchange currently? What information should be exchanged if current practice is not enough and why?
   · Any recommendations that have not been mentioned above to provide better integrated mental health support?
   · Any barriers that is currently or might be a concern for the integrated mental health support? And possible solution?
d. Please answer the following questions for each of the service that you selected “No” above if applicable.
   · Service name;
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If current integration does not exist, is it helpful or necessary to start working together with this student service to provide mental health responses?
Who (which position) in this service should be contacted regarding mental health concerns?
What information should be exchanged?
Any recommendations that have not been mentioned above to provide better integrated mental health support?
Any barriers that might be a concern for the integrated mental health support? And possible solution?

2. Observations
The following themes emerged:

a. Academic issues involved as barriers to collaboration between different units, including:
- Attitude and mindset are needed to work toward success and care;
- Simple logistical tweaks could be done, e.g., time of day when assignments are due;
- Competing interests should be better addressed, e.g., intellectual property rights of course material vs. student accommodation.

b. Training and best practices
- Pockets of training expertise are distributed unevenly among various units (SSO, Counselling, Athletics); this looks like inconsistent distribution of resources;
- Access to training is inconsistent;
- Expectations of training are inconsistent; is there a UW expectation of training level?
- Information levels and program commitments between units is inconsistent.

c. Immediacy of care
- Emotional distress is identified easily and early in a variety of settings (Undergrad Offices, SSO, AccessAbility appointments, various residential settings, student employment settings);
- Accompanying support is offered regularly from these various offices, usually to Counselling and/or Health Services;
- There can be inconsistent reception at these places, dependent on timing and circumstances, sometimes mood of caregivers.

d. Integration of care
- UW seems inarticulate on commitment to care and culture of compassion; definitions and expectations of care need careful specification;
- Many units share a large desire to improve and contribute to making things better;
- Collaboration flows better in a relational network; we need to get to know each other;
- UW experienced in a silo manner, 6 cities (faculties) in one city.

e. Common assumptions of the ‘route’ of care, including:
- ‘Route’: Identification/awareness of crisis → immediate empathy response → solution planning/accompaniment → intake/professional care → resolution;
- This is a service delivery model, not a community development model;
- There are inherent capacity limitations in the service delivery model; this ‘route of care’ has very narrow or limited capacity;
- It may be that the most significant mental health management issues occur pre-delivery of service in development of multi-unit attitude, intentionality and capacity.
3. Analysis
As indicated in the Observations section, the following themes emerged:

a. Academic issues involved as barriers to collaboration between different units;
b. Training and best practices;
c. Immediacy of care;
d. Integration of care;

Our analysis conducted us to determine that, in response to the question “How well are student services working together to provide a comprehensive mental health response?”, student services work well together but there is room for significant integration and optimization of services. It may be necessary to consider a significant paradigm shift in the care of student mental health from a service delivery model to a community development model. The latter would triage need according to those units most suited to meet it (ex. need for connectedness by Housing; need for counselling by Counselling Services), thereby optimizing all of our resources and more importantly building a stronger sense of community and common purpose at UW.

4. Recommendations

Based on the data collected and the analysis that ensued, the working group makes the general recommendation that the University of Waterloo develop and nurture an ongoing agenda of mental health.

To this end, we make the following specific recommendations:

a. That the University of Waterloo work on a “community defragmentation”, which should include the development of:
   · UW core identity and values, unity of one body before faculty tribalization;
   · A culture of care and compassion in a multi-unit way.
b. That a collaborative body on student mental health be created:
   · The mandate should be established at the senior administration level (e.g. Executive Council or up, but not necessarily at the university-level, which would normally require a university-wide policy) but with the experience benefit of direct service providers, acknowledging that the work is likely to be pushed forward at the Manager level;
   · The collaborative body should be advisory and report, for instance, to the President or to the Vice-President Academic & Provost (VPAP);
   · There should be a matter-of-fact commitment to training like WHMIS or anti-harassment training;
   · A unit should likely be created or a coordinator appointed (e.g., same as the sexual violence coordinator), in order to support the collaborative body’s mandate and the operationalization of the university initiative on student mental health;
   · Keeping in mind the observation about moving to a community development model (see above), a clear escalation and reporting path should be outlined and communicated; anybody on campus should know, within the scope of their responsibilities, how to report and address a concern, an event or an incident, and how to escalate it to the next level, if necessary.
c. That the collaborative body’s mandate include looking at ongoing questions, such as:
   · How often are services not available?
   · How often do various direct service providers ‘walk students over,’ help them find care?
· What are the metrics of good mental health and do we measure them?
· How do we do trend-spotting and mental health nurture?
· How are incident reports utilized? Incident reports need follow-up study to determine outcomes – favourable or unfavourable.

B. How integrated are peer-to-peer services? (e.g. MATES and CRT)?

Date: 16 November 2017
To: Co-Chairs, PAC-SMH Student Services Panel
From: Emma Collington, Donna Rheams
Subject: Report of Collaboration from a Working Group to the Student Services Panel

1. Method
We began with an effort to create an inventory of all peer to peer services and programs at the University of Waterloo. We did a digital scan of university services, departments, and faculties, looking to identify any peer to peer support groups, as well as a scan on Facebook to identify student lead and run support programs. We also worked with Catherine Chan, Coordinator: Peer Mentorship programs with the Student Success Office, to identify peer to peer programs. Once identified, we contacted the groups and asked each of them to provide a brief description of their service, as well as responses to the following questions:
· Is the support group associated with a faculty or other campus group?
· Do peer volunteers require any training related to mental health, and resources available on campus?
· Do peer volunteers share any information with students related to mental health services and resources available on campus?
· Do volunteers collaborate with other peer support groups on campus? If no, would they be interested in doing so in the future?

2. Observations
From our digital scan, we were able to identify 33 active peer to peer groups.

In the meeting with Catherine Chan, she identified her role as a support for peer to peer groups on campus. The Coordinator: Peer Mentorship position within the Student Success Office is a full-time permanent role responsible for the training and support of peer to peer groups on campus. She shared with us her inventory that identified 65 peer to peer groups on campus. She noted that she is currently only working with one third of these groups, and noted that the other two thirds were likely not aware of her role and the support she might provide.

Part of the Coordinator: the role of Peer Mentorship is the management and facilitation of the Peer Mentorship Training program. The Peer Mentorship Training program consists of 4 modules, offered over a 1 day, 6 hour period. The training does not include specific mental
health training but does include related and valuable topics such as: mentoring relationships, effective communication skills, available resources for students on campus (including how to refer), as well as the University of Waterloo’s Principles of Inclusivity. Participants in Peer Mentorship Training are referred to SafeTalk or More Feet on the Ground for additional mental health training. The Student Success Office is currently investigating an online model with a face to face component for Peer Mentorship Training in the future.

In an effort to increase awareness, Chan has begun to more actively seek out peer to peer programs to inform them of what she does and the support available to them. There are also three Faculty Relations Managers working directly with faculty to relay everything happening in the Student Success Office and a Manager, Student Experience working closely with other Student Services, making connections and working to improve collaborations.

3. Analysis
We had a great deal of difficult creating an inventory of peer to peer groups on campus. Our inventory was constantly being adjusted: we were constantly finding new groups that had to be added, and identifying old groups that needed to be removed.

After our analysis, there appear to be two distinct types of peer to peer groups on campus:
- Groups that have department/service/faculty support, often with paid coordinator positions
- Grass roots peer lead initiatives, driven and facilitated entirely by students.

When discussing collaboration, unified training, consistent expectations and support, we are primarily considering the former of these two groups.

Of the 33 groups we contacted, 12 responded to us. All of the groups commented that they had very little contact or opportunities to collaborate with other groups on campus, but that they’d be interested in doing so in the future.

There appears to be strong partnerships between some peer to peer groups and the Student Success Office, as the support and training available by the Student Success Office is substantial. But there is a concerning lack of awareness regarding what is available by the Student Success Office, and it is not clear how to most effectively share this information with all peer to peer groups. There also appears to be a number of peer to peer groups with similar objectives, and groups may be replicating existing resources without taping into what is already available.

Further, volunteers with each of the peer to peer groups all receive varying degrees of training in providing mental health resources to campus. Of the 12 groups we connected with, all identified sharing hard resources, such as brochures or pamphlets, with students.

4. Recommendations
a. We recommend that a comprehensive list of all peer to peer groups on campus be compiled and shared to improve awareness of these programs. This would be beneficial to student services, faculty, staff, and other peer to peer groups.

b. We recommend establishing a peer mentorship ‘community of practice’ that identifies the existing support, resources, and staff available for peer mentorship and peer to peer groups.

c. We recommend further investigation into how integrated peer to peer services are to campus life in general. A survey be conducted of students, asking which peer to peer groups they access, are familiar with, or would be comfortable accessing in the future. Further
exploration and articulation about the value of peer mentorship, and the value of their collaboration is also necessary.

C. What additional supports are needed to ensure an adequate level of mental health awareness across student services?

Date: 16 November 2017
To: Co-Chairs, PAC-SMH Student Services Panel
From: Saad Ahmad, Awn Duquoum, Madeline Keltie, Joyce Lu, Kate McCrae Bristol, Seneca Velling
Subject: Report of Collaboration from a Working Group to the Student Services Panel

Background
As a working group we decided to divide the proposed question into two different challenges and subsequently have broken our work into two separate work paths.

1. What additional supports are needed to ensure Faculty and staff have an adequate understanding of the mental health services across campus (for referrals and student support)?

2. What additional supports are needed to ensure students have an adequate understanding of the mental health services across campus that are available to them?

Question #1: What additional supports are needed to ensure Faculty and staff have an adequate understanding of the mental health services across campus (for referrals and student support)?

1. Method
We endeavored to collect feedback from a wide range of campus partners, advisors, services, student-facing staff and students. Through interviews and a survey to staff we gathered the recommendations below as it related to Question #1 above.

2. Observations

From the staff perspective, a strong emphasis on need for increased training was pervasive throughout all consultations. It should dually be noted that this training should be mandated at a content level that matches specific roles. Effective communication of why staff are getting certain training (versus other) would also potentially alleviate the anxiety of staff who feel they need (or should be doing) more.

Some units have activated their own response through assigning/creating internal unit roles with specific accountabilities to share key mental health information (i.e. schedule of training, new initiatives, key pieces of research) to ensure their unit is up-to-date
Most units where there were advisors, counsellors, coaches or customer service roles indicated a strong desire for 1-point of contact to help triage their requests/collect information in a rapid way (on-call resource for non-urgent needs – instead sharing of resources, etc.)

SSO Community of Advisors is a KEY group for connecting with students and they need relevant information/training more frequently. (faculty, departmental, coop, career advisors)

3. Analysis
Student Service units who are actively staying on top of student trends/needs feel more equipped to deal with student mental health issues. Whereas units/roles that are not seen as a typical “student affairs” unit exponentially feel they need more support (i.e. retail services customer service staff, call center staff in CEL, etc.)

4. Recommendations
a. Ensuring Assoc. Dean/Director/Manager have up to date information (scripts) to share student mental health information termly with their units (training schedules, key contacts, new information, upcoming initiatives, FAQ’s);
   a. It was CLEARLY stated that it should be via email AND hard copy
   b. Creating a Resource page or one (1) point of contact for staff/faculty to address ongoing, immediate support to questions, resources, etc.
   a. Consider reformatting the Daily Bulletin to attract/highlight staff opportunities to encourage engagement in future MH initiatives
   c. Creating Resource bulletins about campus to highlight the services and resources available.
   d. Including content into the UW HR Onboarding Sessions as part of a mandatory MH training (More Feet on the Ground) so that everyone develops a baseline knowledge;
   e. Further research is required to determine what type of training is required by role – notably some of the information people are in need of directly relates to a student’s mental health but is not ‘typical’ mental health training.
   f. For example, interactions with staff/faculty on campus with limited training/customer service savvy perhaps further inter-generational and cultural competency training is needed.

Question #2: What additional supports are needed to ensure students have an adequate understanding of the mental health services across campus that are available to them?

1. Method
Question #2 focused entirely on gathering information about students and their needs. To gather this data, we formulated a Consultation/Focus group. Our working group created 13 questions with the objective to obtain understanding of student perspectives and knowledge about mental health services (on and off campus), determine a need for additional mental health services on campus and how information about the services should be shared with students. The Consultation/Focus group was then conducted by the Student Success Office, so that there would be appropriate gathering of information.
2. Observations
· Understand Student Perspectives, Knowledge and Use of Mental Health Services:
  o Mental health services are used for: first-year transition stresses, intensity of program, financial problems, balancing co-op and school, lack of belonging, high academic expectations, issues specific to being an international student, relationship problems, gender identity and sexual orientation, chronic mental illness, personal struggles and uncertainty in the person’s life.
  o Following services could be helpful in maintaining wellbeing: gym facilities, therapy dogs, campus events, peer-to-peer counselling programs, Feds programs and services, faculty mentorship programs, Health Services, Counselling Services, AccessAbility Services, Student Success Office and Good to Talk.
  o Seek out services by talking to a friend or asking a university employee, professor or advisor they trusted.
  o Not all people/friends have been trained in mental health first aid.
  o Students use off-campus resources as wait times on campus are indicated to be too long (All students indicated that Counselling Services has a long wait time).
  o Counselling Services responds with immediate intervention, but hard to receive ongoing help from the service.

· Need for Additional Mental Health Services on Campus:
  o Generic drop box monitored by staff who are trained on the resources to point the students to.
  o Heard many other ideas about services, but those already excited on campus (shows that students do not know about the services available).
  § Suggested improving the services already on campus rather than creating new initiatives.

· How Information Should be Shared with Students:
  o Key times messages about mental health should be shared are during the first week of the term, co-op applications, midterms, finals and during the holidays.
  o Labeling something with “mental health” makes it awkward for people to approach it in front of others.
  o Other communication ideas included:
    § More booting by the services in the SLC marketplace.
    § Put services on LEARN because every student accesses it on a regular basis.
    § Have professors participate in the conversation more. For example, professors wear orange shirts during Mental Health Wellness Day, but some professors address their students awkwardly. It would be beneficial to have professors actively bring up mental health every few weeks in their class rather than once a year.
    § Display UWaterloo stickers with help numbers and resources on each computer.
    § Include resources on the back of the WATcard: Good2Talk, Counselling Services
    § Send out emails with formatting to ensure each student is addressed by name, rather than a generic format.
  o Students do not want to be constantly reminded of information, but would like it to be easily accessible.

3. Analysis
   • Long wait times for services and difficult to receive ongoing care
   • Services are not easily accessible (i.e. difficulty finding information)
• Students seek out services by asking their peers, University staff, professors or advisors (who lack the appropriate training and knowledge of mental health and mental health services)

4. Recommendations
1. Increase overall awareness of resources and the differences in services offered by consolidating resource promotion and social/website platforms. (i.e. resource page on LEARN or one location with all services or service knowledge for students to access)
2. Work more closely with Student Societies and the Federation of Students to ensure students are aware of the differences in services and how to access the services.
3. Increase access to information and promotion of resources at Orientation and through outreach emails sent to students throughout the year rather than occasionally.
4. Involve University professors, staff and advisors in the mental health conversation on campus. Train them in to be knowledgeable of the services available so they may be able to point students to the correct services.

Additionally, MH training for members of University staff would be beneficial as they interact directly with students.
   1. Key message about mental health should come from the University level to be outreached to the services. This allows for one coordinated movement for

D. How do we encourage investments in wellness/recreational space and programming?

Date:                   12 November 2017
To:                       Co-Chairs, PAC-SMH Student Services Panel
From:                  Yuna Chen, Mark Womack
Subject:              Report of Collaboration from a Working Group to the Student Services Panel

1. Method
   A brief review of existing literature was performed in social science databases and grey literature sources. An environmental scan of relevant initiatives in other universities and colleges in Canada and United States was also conducted. Pertinent journal articles were then individually examined for quality and relevant data/references.

   Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key informants from the University of Waterloo. A semi-structured interview format was used in order for the respondent to answer in detail, and
have an opportunity to clarify responses (Neuman, 2011). An interview guide was developed with questions that aim to further understand how the President’s Advisory Committee-Student Mental Health could encourage investments in wellness/recreational space and programming. The length of the telephone and face-to-face interviews were approximately one hour. One face-to-face interview took place on the University of Waterloo campus. After the interviews, analytic memos were written to describe initial hunches about key issues and emergent themes.

2. Observations
The Student Life Centre/Physical Activities Complex (SLC/PAC) Expansion Project demonstrates an institutional response to addressing the need for more social, study, dining, and recreation space (University of Waterloo, n.d.). The process used to secure investment for this project engaged the following stakeholder groups:

- Federation of Students (Feds) and the Graduate Student Association (GSA): Engaging the larger student population through student unions led to a passed referendum, and input into space features for meeting, dining, studying, and lounging.
- University of Waterloo Administration: There was demonstrated alignment with the 2018 Goals/Objectives listed in the Strategic Plan Theme of the “Vibrant Student Experience” (University of Waterloo, n.d.).
- Donors and Alumni: Communicating with alumni and stewarding donors with a case for support was facilitated with messaging around the rationale of the existing priority and investments that had already been made.

Using this three-pronged approach for stakeholder buy-in, and demonstrating the impact of initial investments in recreational space on student mental wellness, can enable future space investments on campus. Despite this new space addition, there remains a gap in meeting the capacity demands for all students according to industry metrics (e.g. the square footage required for study and fitness for each student).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· UW has already made a significant investment in expanding student space (e.g. PAC-SLC expansion, North Campus)</td>
<td>· Despite existing investments in expanding space on campus, meeting industry metrics for study and fitness space for students remains a gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Council of Ontario Universities (COU) codes currently do not currently identify dedicated student mental wellness spaces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Collaborate with student organizations and engage students in encouraging mental wellness through spaces</td>
<td>• Sustainability of campus engagement and investment for wellness/recreational space and programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cultivate relationships with alumni and stewarding donors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Align with the broader campus wellness strategy using a programmatic approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Design spaces and facilities that are supportive of mental health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop an inventory of dedicated student mental wellness spaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Analysis
The built environment plays a role in mental and physical well-being (Butterworth, 2000). Supportive and appealing conditions have demonstrated stress-reducing effects within healthcare settings, work environments, and education settings (Andrade, Lima, Devlin, and Hernandez, 2014; Schweitzer, Gilpin, and Frampton, 2004; Hill and Epps, 2010). Within higher education settings, physical environments and their space features impact student performance, satisfaction, and mental health (Hill & Epps, 2010; Black, Dhaliwal, Stanton and Hutchinson, 2014).

The individual-environment interaction within universities enables structures and policies within the organizational setting to influence health-related behaviours of individuals (Brofenbrenner, 1979; McLeroy et al., 1988; Turner, Scott-Young, Holdsworth, 2017). Informal learning spaces (e.g. recreational, wellness space) are one type of university setting that can impact a student’s ability to develop and maintain support networks. Strong social support networks are an essential component of building resilience (American Psychological Association 2010, Windle 2011, Winwood et al. 2013), and universities can enable the development opportunities for social connection by investing in wellness and recreational spaces/programming.

There are a growing number of Canadian universities that have recognized that physical space and the built environment have an impact on the health and mental health of those who use the facilities (Camosun College, 2015; Queens University, 2012; Mount Royal University, 2013; Simon Fraser University, 2014; University of Alberta, 2015; University of British Columbia, 2013; University of Calgary, n.d.; University of Manitoba, 2014). One notable example includes Simon Fraser University’s (Burnaby, British Columbia) principles for enhancing well-being through physical spaces (Simon Fraser University [SFU], 2014). These principles were developed as part of SFU’s Healthy Campus Community initiative, and include the following design guidelines for well-being: provide opportunities for social connection and collaboration; enhance access and connection to nature; provide flexibility and adaptability; support and promote healthy living; enhance physical and mental comfort; ensure inclusion and appreciation of diversity; and align with SFU’s sustainability goals. It is therefore important to explore how wellness and
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recreational space/programming contribute to student mental health. Understanding the impact of the built environment on students will help higher education administrators, instructors, and staff explore strategies on how to encourage investment in space design. The following recommendations will serve as a starting point for further study and attention.

4. Recommendations

1. Invest in interdisciplinary and informal learning spaces that create opportunities for community building.

Developing recreational and wellness spaces that are accessible to students from all faculties can encourage casual interactions that help reinforce student engagement, and a sense of connection to the campus community. Informal learning spaces can include, but are limited to, multi-purpose meeting rooms, dining spaces, lounges, green spaces, quiet rooms, gaming spaces, fitness centres, and prayer rooms.

1. Align the demand and opportunity for new wellness and recreational spaces by engaging students (e.g. Feds/Student Societies, GSA), administration, alumni, and donors in allocating dedicated resources.

Determining the current use and satisfaction of recreational and wellness space by students can help address space limitations. This data can be an input for sustaining engagement and investment by students, administration, alumni, and donors. Developing and communicating a future vision for space planning can continue making physical spaces a priority.

1. Develop principles and guidelines for physical spaces that promote mental health within informal learning spaces.

A collaborative process should be used with multiple stakeholders on and off campus to develop principles and guidelines that increase awareness and use of health promotion principles in the built environment. Features such as light, temperature, air quality, furniture, nature, colours, single/group settings (social connection), and inclusivity should be considered when planning, repurposing, or renovating facilities (SFU, 2014). The planning of spaces, programs, and services should also align with the universal design philosophy (National Disability Authority, 2012). Ensuring the design and renovation of university spaces incorporates the universal design principles will enable inclusive, accessible, and flexible spaces for people of all abilities.

5. References


E. What additional training can be beneficial?

Date: 12 November 2017
To: Co-Chairs, PAC-SMH Student Services Panel
From: Krista Soble
Subject: Report of Collaboration from a Working Group to the Student Services Panel

1. Method

The method used to collect data and information regarding what training is currently offered, and what training staff would like to see implemented was a survey that was submitted to over
20 different student focused services (Ex. RO, SSO, GSO, Athletics, AccessAbility Services, Counselling Services, Health Services, etc.)

I have also conducted in-person interviews with individuals from Organizational Human Development, Occupational Health, Counselling Services and the Safety Office to determine what training is currently offered for staff, how we can making training more available and accessible, and what steps we need to take to make training mandatory or more accessible for customer service staff.

2. Observations
After conducting the survey that was sent to over 20 different customer service type departments on campus, it was very clear that staff felt that:
· They have not received enough mental health training (over 50% said that they did not receive enough mental health training in their role)
· They do not know the proper information to refer a student in need (only 41% of respondents felt that they knew where to refer a student with a mental health concern)
· That mental health training should be mandatory for staff on campus (over 87% of respondents states that this should be a mandatory training across campus)

This information shows that the current challenge that the campus is facing is a lack of knowledge around what training is currently offered, what resources are available on campus for staff to refer students, and that mandatory staff training needs to be improved. Identifying these challenges creates a great opportunity for a review of orientation training for staff, and new mandatory training options. This allows for a better understanding across departments in regards to mental health awareness and response, as well as the need for consistent referrals and messaging when communicating with students regarding what is available to help them on campus should a mental health concern arise.

3. Analysis
A consistent theme in my research has shown that staff want more when it comes to mental health. Staff feel ill-equipped to help or refer students to appropriate resources when a mental health concern is presented. They also feel as though identifying a mental health concern may be difficult, or may go unnoticed due to lack of training.
Across campus, we do not have consistent messaging for addressing mental health issues or referrals when dealing with students – which may mean that students are getting tossed around from department to department before their issue is addressed, or may even mean that students are not being communicated at all with in regards to their mental health concerns if the department has had little or no training on mental health responses.
· Over 76% of survey respondents stated that they had dealt with a student on some level that had expressed some mental health concerns. Approximately 50% of respondents felt that they have not received enough mental health training in their role, with over 87% of respondents indicating that they felt that mental health training should be mandatory.
· An example of where mental health training would be beneficial for consistent messaging would be within the Registrar’s Office when students are petitioning a term. If the student’s petition is denied, there currently is no mention of resources available to help students cope with potential mental health concerns that may arise or inflate due to the decision of the petition (even if mental health concerns were addressed within their petition documentation). It would be beneficial for all departments who may be dealing with sensitive subjects to have consistent messaging when communicating sensitive or potentially negative information to the student to proactively offer assistance.
Counselling Services currently offers a variety of mental health training options to students, faculty and staff. Most training options are run by facilitators within Counselling Services (with the exception of two other staff members who are trained in 1) Mental Health First Aid 2) SafeTalk). As Counselling Services deals with most training, this limits what training would be available as Counselling Services is already dealing with large wait lists with a variety of students requiring their services. Training is mostly accessed by students, peer leaders, and staff. Faculty members also access these services, but less so than other groups. Most training is accessed based on personal interest, however some are referred by their department to take the training (such as TA’s, Don’s and specific staff departments). Certification is required for almost all training sessions offered for Mental Health Education – therefore Campus Wellness/Counselling Services are the only departments who would be able to offer such training at this time. Again, this limits availability and makes regular training difficult. Training session are normally scheduled to take place once a month, however if a training group of 30+ people (from one department, for example) sign up, this will take the monthly slot, as there are not enough people to add additional training courses within the same month.

Many departments on campus are willing to work together to create a plan for mandatory online or in person training for staff. As mentioned already in this report, we have the support of many of the departments who would be involved in making this happen (OHD, Safety Office, Counselling Services, and Occupational Health). A discussion has taken place about using the current online training program “More Feet on the Ground” as our initial mandatory training program to initiate as soon as possible for all student service staff. We can then look at other options for more in depth training such as Mental Health First Aid, QPR (Question, Persuade, Refer) etc. For specific staff who would like additional training in these areas to support their department. It has been suggested that all staff will take the online general training, and each department would have a small number of staff involved in Mental Health First Aid or QPR (much like regular First Aid training within departments) so that there are a number of individuals properly trained as “Mental Health Ambassadors” to deal with any crisis situations, or for more specialized advice for other staff who may need assistance or direction.

Included in this report is the survey results that was handed out to Student Service staff, and was conducted for the purposes of determining what staff already knows about mental health, and what their training expectations are. This will include the questions and answers from the survey to help determine what areas need to be focused on.

4. Recommendations
a. Mandatory online training – one of the biggest recommendations that has been brought forward through this research, is to provide ALL staff (student service related or otherwise) with mandatory online training for mental health (much like how we have mandatory training for WHMIS and workplace harassment). As there is already an online training program available; More Feet on the Ground, this should be a simple way to incorporate this mandatory training for all current and on-boarding staff.
   - It would be suggested that Human Resources administer the online training through the HR portal to monitor/ensure that staff have completed the training online. IST would also have to be involved to make the training accessible and able to be monitored through the HR portal.

b. Mental Health Ambassadors within departments - We would also recommend that a number of staff in each student service department have Mental Health First Aid Training or QPR training to be a main point of contact for other staff members should an issue arise. This way, immediate assistance can be given in crisis situations, or appropriate referrals can be
made within each department while giving students consistent messaging and referrals across campus.
- Each department would need to be approved to allow staff to take the time to become certified, and department budgets may need to be adjusted to allow for this training to take place.
c. Training the trainer – To allow for more accessible training for staff and to allow for additional staff to be trained in a timely manner, it is suggested that more staff should be certified in being able to train for programs such as QPR and Mental Health First Aid. This would allow for more training sessions to be offered to staff (refer to point 4.b.). As Counselling Services currently is one of the only departments with staff certified to administer training, there are limited spaces and availability, as their office is already very busy.
d. Hire a Mental Health Training Coordinator - By hiring a Mental Health Training Coordinator, the responsibility of maintaining, coordinating and offering training to all staff, faculty and students would be the responsibility of the Mental Health Training Coordinator, instead of Counselling Services (which is already overworked and dealing with a heavy workload). This would be a vital role in making Mental Health a focus for all of the University of Waterloo as a whole, and would prove to be essential in our goal towards a happy, healthy campus. Having a Mental Health Training Coordinator would also allow the university to access potential training from external organizations and to provide additional workshops on mental wellness for students, staff and faculty to be able to access more regularly. If we will be implementing more mental health training for departments, it would be beneficial to have a coordinator as a main point of contact for all departments to schedule training sessions as well. If it is decided that the University of Waterloo develop their own mental health training for staff – the Mental Health Coordinator will be able to work closely with Organizational Human Development to develop workshops for staff on campus as well.

5. Survey Results

![Survey Results Graph](image-url)

Do you connect directly with students? (through email, phone or in person)

- Often: 82
- Sometimes: 15
- Rarely: 11
- Not at all: 1
- Other: 2

Number of responses: 113
Have you ever had to deal with a student who has expressed some level of personal mental health issues?
Number of responses: 111

- Yes: 53 chosen (48.69%)
- No: 47 chosen (41.59%)
- Other: 24 chosen (21.62%)
- Other: 2x chosen (1.82%)

Have you ever had to refer a student to a mental health service offered on campus?
Number of responses: 113

- Yes: 63 chosen (55.75%)
- No: 47 chosen (41.59%)
- Other: 3x chosen (2.69%)
- Other: 2x chosen (1.74%)
Do you feel fully equipped to refer students to mental health services on campus?

Number of responses: 112

- Yes - I am well aware of all services offered on campus: 47% chosen (41.30%)
- No - I am not aware of what services are offered on campus: 54% chosen (3.29%)
- I am aware of some services offered on campus: 56% chosen (51.79%)
- Other: 1% chosen (0.09%)

Do you feel like you have received enough training within your role to handle/refer a student OR staff member with a mental health crisis?

Number of responses: 113

- Yes: 38% chosen (23.63%)
- No: 57% chosen (50.42%)
- Other: 15% chosen (15.85%)

Do you feel that student services on campus receive enough mental health training?

Number of responses: 113

- Unsure: 53 chosen (46.13%)
- No: 21 chosen (18.63%)
- Yes 4x chosen (3.64%)
- Other: 7x chosen (6.19%)

Do you feel mental health training should be mandatory for staff working in student services?

Number of responses: 113

- Yes 5x chosen (47.61%)
- Other: 5x chosen (44.21%)
- Unsure: 4x chosen (3.54%)
- No: 3x chosen (4.44%)

Do you feel that there are enough services on campus for students, faculty and staff to access should they have mental health concerns?

Number of responses: 113

- Yes: 26 chosen (23.31%)
- No: 46 chosen (40.94%)
- Unsure: 56 chosen (50.96%)
- Other: 16 chosen (3.65%)

The Residence Dons should have plenty of mental health training. I don't know what they receive now, but it definitely needs to be more. We need more resources on campus, which means more money from the University to create more resources. We definitely do not have the necessary resources here to help all of the students that need help.

Ensure all staff/faculty are trained on mental health and how to deal with situations that may arise regarding this.

A one stop shop for all needs. Greater online presence and ease for signing up for appointments. Smaller communities so that people to not feel disjointed or out of touch.

Continue to remove the stigma associated with mental health and let people know it's 'okay' to have feelings of anxiety, depression, fear of failure, etc. Very often our international students also need to overcome cultural barriers when asking for assistance. In my role I interact daily with many of the students, I can often 'feel' when they are struggling emotionally, others come quite easily and share both good and bad events in their lives. Having a friendly person for them to come to is an essential line of support and it's equally important that front line person is well trained on how best to 'forward' those needing further counseling.

Not necessarily training, but I believe there are things we can do to make our physical plant more inspiring for students. Things such as, inspirational quotes in tunnels and key spots/walls on campus; create more outside space for students to gather and support each other; fountains on campus with seating space – water is very calming. Make the offices that offer support and counseling more visible so they stand out for students. More visible and comfortable inside spaces for students to gather.

I think every student in 1st year should have to enroll in a mandatory mental training course that recognizes signs of mental health issues and outlines supports available on and off campus in the community.

Make services more available for students and if you can't, make sure you can refer students to a place that is affordable and close by.

Maybe during orientation we should have a mental health professional come in and give a small talk about how to refer someone in need of these services. How to properly and in a professional manner direct someone and help them out.
I think a key issue right now is lack of awareness of what we do have, and (like always) the stigma around mental health. I'm new in this role (I'm a co-op student) and had no idea of all the services the school had to offer. They are there and students need an easier way to find them, especially first year students. Yes, it can all be easily found through google, but from my experience in this role, having things online is now always enough. I frequently need to link students to resources that can be found easily online, because navigating through everything online can be too much for them, or they just want support through their process (and that's ok).

In addition, it's also hard for students to reach out once they find what service they're looking for. If there were a group of peers that volunteer to act as a liaison between those seeking mental health help, and the services we have, I think it could make a big difference. It can be very intimidating reaching out to a large help service where you can't put a name to a face, whereas reaching out to a peer could be less intimidating, just a suggestion :)

**mandatory training for faculty**
more mental health nurses
intro course during orientation for mental health and success as a student

I feel that the need for help is greater than the staff and resources that are available.

no

I personally had a great experience with Mental Health Services but I feel like most either do not feel the same way. I would suggest advertising more about what mental health services does on campus and how they can provide support to student. Also as for staff training I think a module or workshop on how to talk about mental health issues would be a great starting place.

When I answered yes I feel there are adequate resources on campus. I feel logically the resources are adequate, although they need more staff to meet the demand of the student. So yes, are there enough resources, yes there are; are they adequately staffed to meet the demands of the students? No.

advertise more....maybe something on the daily bulletin. Signs in all buildings....something large and eye catching, not just a memo on a bulletin board.

We need to have a way of accounting for the peak stress times inherent in University education (i.e. increase hours, staff, etc. during mid terms and exams).
We need to ramp up our capability for methods of service besides traditional 1:1 counselling (internet based therapy, group based, peer support).
We need to educate students re: the variety of service options that can be helpful.

Make the a basic course mandatory as WHMIS for new employees.
A mandatory online training course similar to WHMIS and Workplace Violence would be a great step towards a unified approach.

I believe that training is available to the staff in Campus Wellness. I am not sure about other departments on Campus

- establish a complex care team with care managers to support those who have most serious and complex MH needs
- hire more counselors to provide urgent, walk-in, and short-ter (4-5 appointments/year) counseling support
- increase roles and opportunities for student and professional volunteers to provide short-term, urgent and single session MH support
- re-consider i.e. stop allowing failed grades to be included in calculating major and overall GPA.
- consider increasing MH coverage in student Health Insurance Plan

Ideas:
More proactive services for the first and second year populations. Transferring students. International student population etc.
The University 101 course I helped develop could easily evolve into a Campus readiness program for new students in the summer months. Involving life skills, coping skills, university success strategies and resources. We... the University are still programming for a student population that has changed significantly since the 'double cohort' arrived = changes in high school and life skill preparation. Many students are arriving simply without primary skills sets for academic and personal success. Consequently mental health issues can become abundant and capsize already strained services.
More health promotion and campus wellness information for the campus population during important points in the term: beginning, middle and prior to finals. Provide our student population with a clearer expectation of our services and availability. More work with the FEES please.
Mental Health Training for all new employees, i.e. CPR - suicide prevention, mental health first aid etc.
More counselors/psychologists hired, more group programming.
More holiday and PD time off for direct service counselors/counselors. The level of demand on the clinical staff requires longer breaks from this degree of work to avoid burnout, support retention and keeping a healthy team to provide the best service possible. Minimum 6 weeks per year would make a big difference.
Thanks for listening...it's a great place to work with many fantastic people! Go Warriors!

I think there should be training about what services this campus offers and how accessible they are, where they can get accurate information about those services. I think staff should be trained to deal with customers that may be working through mental health illness, or at least know to call police services if they are concerned about someone. This could include but not be limited to anxiety attacks, panic episodes or psychotic episodes (which I have all seen in my department), but also depression, suicidal ideation. Training should also include how to approach someone you're concerned about. As a staff member, it can be hard to approach a stranger that you're concerned about.

Offer as many workshops to students as possible to help manage anxiety and stress. In particular, any workshops teaching skills and expectations for emotion regulation are helpful. ('It's healthy and appropriate to feel anxious or upset when..." "I can handle or regulate my uncomfortable emotions by doing..." "It's a sign that I need more help with my emotions and feelings if..."

Academic program advisers could benefit from mental health/sensitivity/communication skills training.

I think it's more about advertising the trainings that are available that would help.
I think there should be full-time trainers so that all student-facing staff on campus can be trained on an ongoing basis (through Health Promotion in Campus Wellness - there is a new Associate Director, Jennifer McCorriston). Right now counselors take time out of their regular schedules of seeing students to do staff trainings.

I think it's mostly about communication. There are lots of services, but people don't always know about them / don't know enough about them to know what's right for them. As well, there isn't consistent training and messaging to staff so we're all pointing people in the same direction.

I think this is an area that could be improved across campus. This is something that everyone who interacts with students should be trained to respond appropriately to if the need arises.

If a student is simply seeking information on mental (or any) health resources, many want to have all the information first before they commit their name, face and time to a formal support system. There should be more online information for staff in any department to reference to students at groups (they shouldn't have to ask for it). Details should include what sort of personal information will need to be provided, make it clear that the integrity of the resources (i.e. they may not want their department to know they're accessing this in protected). How flexible the schedules are, how trained are the staff - not just in counselling mental health issues but can they help guide a student with big ticket items? Finances and study are two things that are very difficult for anyone to manage. - Let alone young kids away from home not wanting their usual support systems (parents) to worry. Can the health services counselor help to provide information and even hand holding when it comes to sourcing available resources (scholarships, tutors, landlord/tenant /roommate issues etc.). They should be at least familiar with contacts in the multiple departments across campus that provide student support.

As for the departments themselves, at least one person on staff should have full training on de-escalation, police services etc.

Ensure that students have a voice in the decisions being made regarding mental health. What are their priorities?

Include this training in TA, Post-Doc, and Lecturer training. Make staff aware of easy use reference material online (i.e. websites that could help a staff member walk through step by step what they could do to aid anyone in need).

It would be helpful to have centralized/concise information about mental health services or mental health training on campus that can be readily shared with students.
1) Mandatory suicide intervention skills training/mental health service referral training for student facing staff.
2) Better distinction between what's available and when - What are the 9 to 5 options? What are the late night options? What are the hot lines? Who can take advantage of what?
3) Tools/Items student facing staff can have on their desks/in their wallets when they are having important conversations

There are many mental health training possibilities out there - challenging to assess what would be beneficial for the large variety of roles and student interaction.

Although I have had some mental health training before, it was at least a few years ago. I think mental health for students (and staff) is so important that anyone in a student-facing role should have a training update once a year including emergency/intervention procedures specific to their role/department. A friend of mine (off campus) committed suicide on Tuesday this week and it was definitely a wake-up call on how much I need to refresh my understanding of the sort of situations our students may be in. I know we were trained to confront people who we suspect may have thoughts of suicide, but there also needs to be support for coping mechanisms (e.g. when a person shows no signs of mental illness) when you blame yourself for not knowing in advance to take action. I know staff that have dealt directly with student suicide issues and seem traumatized by wishing there were better ways to prevent it. I think more training is always helpful for such important issues.

Mental health training and services should be available to all faculty, staff, and students. There should be a hotline available to faculty and staff to use when they are confronted with a crisis situation that they may not be comfortable in handling. Faculty and staff should not be required or expected to counsel students in a mental health situation. The expectation should only be that the resources are available to them to get the help that is required by the person in need and be able to direct the person to the proper counseling. As this may already be available, better communication directly to faculty and staff would be helpful. Continue to encourage all members of the UW community to be involved and helpful when they can be.

I think we need training, and I think we need alternatives other than what is provided. When someone is in distress, they feel they need help immediately, and if we are going to go down this path, then we better provide immediate 24/7 service to our students.

Making mental health training mandatory for staff in certain positions.

More psychiatrists and mental health counselors should be hired to meet the demand. More mental health and wellness sessions should be available to students and should be mandatory.

There is definitely not enough mental health professionals to cater our students. I have heard lot of frustration from students that I directed to counseling services about the long line up time. Sometimes by the time student gets their appointment it is late and they are facing consequences.

Even though services exist, there is not enough to meet the demand. This is also true in the community outside of Waterloo, especially free services, or those with minimal costs.

Does Waterloo offer a walk-in counseling service to students like KW Counselling or CarinOn/Front Door do 1-2 days per week? This will help service those with an urgent need who can’t wait weeks or months until an appointment becomes available.

Also, I personally have found meditation to be incredibly helpful in calming my stress and anxiety levels – and I’ve only been doing it for a few weeks. The app/website Calm.com offers a ‘college program’ where students are allowed free access to its various services. I would strongly recommend that Waterloo consider this option. You can find more information at https://www.calm.com/college.

Clearly-defined university-wide expectations for support services staff/faculty – website, documentation. Mandatory online training modules during onboarding process. Refresher training yearly (if you don’t practice, it doesn’t stick).

List of resources distributed to all staff/faculty (magnet or laminated card – something they could reference quickly)

1. Need training to recognize signs that student/employee may be immediately dangerous to themselves or others. 2) Needs to be a protocol in place where a mental health professional can come to the student/employee and usher them somewhere they can receive assistance. I feel that many of the students that we recommend go to counseling never actually go there.

Please reach out the Faculties in terms of their Ambassadors, to help train them on the services available. They are student themselves - so not only would it benefit them directly (if they weren’t already aware) but it will help them to communicate the supports available to prospective students. The more awareness there is, the better.

I believe we all should have training to be more equipped to be able to help or assist when necessary.

Similar to the OHIO workshops, perhaps formulating mandatory Mental Health workshops.

Creating more help for student in a critical situation, as they have to much waiting time as is now before getting help. Maybe a help center??
F. How can student services empower students to be more resilient and overcome failure?

Date: 17 November 2017
To: Co-Chairs, PAC-SMH Student Services Panel
From: Jenna Hampshire, Annette McNicol
Subject: Report of Collaboration from a Working Group to the Student Services Panel

1. Method
Mental Health and resiliency are two topics that are being discussed at educational institutions across the country. In approaching this research question, one of the primary focuses of this panel was to investigate what research was already presented around this topic and what other institutions were providing in terms of education, awareness and programming. Particular focus was directed at University of British Columbia, Ryerson University and Centre for Mental Health and the resources that were provided to staff and students. The panel reviewed what was already in place at University of Waterloo and had informal student interviews and medical professionals on campus to understand their knowledge and awareness of these offerings and to hear their observations.

2. Observations
There are a large amount of programs and resources that are available on campus to students that are meant to help build upon their skills, providing a safe place to talk or get help and many programs that help to build community. These include but are not limited to, the Peer Health Educators Burst Your Bubble, Healthy Minds, Stand Up to Stigma; Counseling Services' coping skills workshops and MATES program, Student Success Office workshops, Athletics and Recreation programs as well as programs run within each faculty. Transitional programs (Faculty 101 Days and Orientation) for incoming students have worked to build growth mindset into the programming and messaging to students. While the words resiliency and failure are being brought up more often, there is not a clear definition of what this means for everyone at the University of Waterloo.

The size of the campus and decentralized student services make it hard for students to recognize what is available to them and for staff to be able to promote the broad spectrum of options to students and they themselves often do not know about them. This means that although there is a lot of work being done all around campus, there is room for improvement and changes in order to help students be more resilient and successful at the University, both in their health and their studies.

3. Analysis
One of the challenges the panel faced with this mandate question was that it had many different interpretations. “What does resiliency actually mean?” was commonly brought up. University of British Columbia uses the American Psychological Association’s guide, The Road to Resilience definition, “Resilience is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy
and other significant sources of stress... Having strong resiliency skills doesn’t remove challenging or distressed feelings altogether, but rather can help reduce the time it takes to return to “normal” everyday functioning. Luckily, resilience involves behaviours, thoughts, actions and skills that can be learned and developed.” When researching further into how resiliency is defined, “The 7 Cs: The Essential Building Blocks of Resilience” providing an outline to consider when looking at what resiliency could mean on the University of Waterloo campus and the resulting education to the staff, faculty and students.

One of the trends that did come up through the research was that institutions are looking at what long term programs could be run in order to help students build skills in relation to resiliency, and not just looking at overcoming failure in terms of academics. Great West Life’s Centre for Mental Health in the workplace has created a plan for Resilience, with a recently launched student version. This plan has students analyze the different areas that they could feel negative stressors exist in their health, family, relationships, finances and academics before helping them understand the impact of these stressors and then developing strategies to employ when these stressors start to exist. Similarly, Ryerson University has developed a curriculum for their new students to go through with the intent to “to help students feel a sense of support on campus, to better appreciate the connections between academic success and other elements of a healthy lifestyle, and, primarily, to help students develop capacities for well-being that will serve them throughout their lives” (Ryerson University, 2017). Students receive a workbook with weekly exercises and program options. The program is still relatively new and the long term impact cannot yet be interpreted.

4. Recommendations
For the campus community to move forward, the following is recommended:
   a. It is recommended that a common definition of “resiliency” for the University of Waterloo is formed, shared broadly with all campus departments and incorporated into the campus culture. Consider how to incorporate this definition into onboarding of all new staff to the university so they understand how it applies to the students being served.
   b. It is recommended that further research is done on the plausibility of incorporating resiliency building programs into the school year.
   c. It is recommended that there is a consistent resource sharing location for programs and services being run across campus for easy referrals for staff. Consider using PASS kits as a supplementary way of referring student to programs and services.
   d. Recommend reviewing orientation programs to see how the messaging of resilience and failure are being conveyed. Consider Single and Sexy and other mandatory programs this may include.
   e. Recommend reviewing information parents are receiving to help support their student
   f. Recommend that since Professors are the ones that see the students the most- review how they are being informed about information and resources on campus and how they are sharing this with their students. (βthis one we may have to leave to the faculty specific panel?)
   g. Recommend the VIF process be reviewed (is this us or the mental health professionals panel?)
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PAC-SMH – Student Services Panel


WHEREAS the Federation of Student acknowledges the UW Staff Association’s Memorandum of Agreement: Staff Compensation 2015-2018 which requested an increase in staff salaries,

WHEREAS the failure to inform student representatives about fees increases until less than 24 hours prior to the Co-operative Education Council (CEC) meeting does not constitute a reasonable and expected level as transparency from a student-funded organization,

WHEREAS failing to inform the general student body before moving the co-operative education fee increase to Board of Governors for approval further violates expected transparency,

WHEREAS the proposed CECA fee increase is considerably higher than the Consumer Price Index adjustment and is primarily for salary increases,

BIRT the Federation of Students protests any increase co-operative education fees prior to the completion of the Co-op Fee Deep-Dive analysis investigating the need for, and impact of, any such increases; and

BIFRT the Federation of Students requests a hiatus on any changes to co-op fees until the completion of the deep-dive investigation; and

BIFRT, the Federation of Students requests decisions regarding changes in fees are conducted in a more transparent manner involving continuous dialogue with students (particularly through Co-op Student Council and Co-op Education Council); and

BIFRT fees increases borne by students above the annual Consumer Price Index adjustment should have approval-in-principle by elected student representatives.
TO: Speaker of the Board
CC: FEDS Student Council, FEDS Board of Directors, Co-op Student Council
FROM: Instructor in the Engineering Faculty (anonymous & verified)
SUBJECT: CECA Fees Increases and Services
NOTE: Transcribed verbatim

“The University is promoting International activities which includes coop however the coop office does not help students with VISA applications. Nor do they direct them to someone who can help them. This seems like an important thing to help the students with once they have received an international coop placement.”

*****************************************************************************

“CECA should be transparent to the students for how their fees are spent. One question is if why a student finds a placement outside of the WaterlooWorks system (which CECA supports) does the student still have to pay the full fee. Also, why is there still a Work Term Report fee paid when CECA no longer handles work term reports.

“When students do an international exchange term they are not able to use the WaterlooWorks system even though they have an upcoming coop term.”

*****************************************************************************

“I hear from a lot of students that the CECA advisors either cannot answer questions or they provide incorrect information. Sometimes I then hear about these situations and I work to find the answers for them. More time should be spent helping the students find answers with a reasonable explanation as to why.

*****************************************************************************

“I find CECA very difficult to work with at times. They share very little information. When the program wanted to have a look at the jobmine [and WaterlooWorks] system to help with how jobs were being coded they refused us access. I have noticed that the relationships have been improving over the last 6 months where they are more willing to collaborate which is nice to see. [sic]”

Verified & provided anonymously from: UW Staff – Instructor from Faculty of Engineering
Purpose

The following document serves as documentation for Cooperative Education Council #4, which took place on Tuesday, December 5th from 1:00PM - 2:30PM.

Meeting #3 notes may be found here.

Forward

CEC is a council with the purpose of identifying and assessing best practice (at the university and elsewhere) related to co-op education, and to highlight opportunities and support needed to enhance co-op at University of Waterloo.

Furthermore, the council has the mandate to identify strategies and actions to enhance culture of co-op education within the university, especially for faculty and non-CECA staff.

Please see Appendix B for committee representative information.
Overview

- CECA is putting forward a proposal to increase the co-op fee by $20 in the next fiscal year. The proposed co-op fee raise in the next fiscal year by $20 is purely for CECA salary increases (80% of the co-op fee goes to pay for CECA salary costs).
- CECA executive salaries have been increasing linearly, and there is strong positive correlation between executive salaries and the co-op fee (see Appendix A).

Co-op Fee Increase Trends

Note: the following data gathered is from my personal Quest fee statement, and the proposal. I (Andrew) unfortunately don’t have historic data past that.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) F14</td>
<td>$634.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) S15 &amp; W16</td>
<td>$658.00</td>
<td>3.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) F16</td>
<td>$676.00</td>
<td>2.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) S17 &amp; W18</td>
<td>$709.00</td>
<td>4.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Proposed F18-F19</td>
<td>$729.00</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pre-Meeting Information

Questions Prepared Before Meeting

The following are a list of questions prepared by Andrew Robert McBurney (outgoing B-Society VP Academic) and Benjamin Beelen (incoming B-Society VP Academic) with regards to the new co-op fee increase.

We (Ben and I) were notified of the fee increase proposed the night before the CEC meeting. This occurred at December 4th, at 4:08 PM EDT (less than 24 hours before the meeting), after the original agenda was sent out.

The document we were sent describing the new fee increases may be found here. The agenda for the meeting may be found here.

Postpone Raising the Fee

Andrew’s Question

- Would it be possible to postpone the co-op fee increase until the deep dive is completed? Right now students don’t have sufficient data to advocate on behalf of ourselves when CECA increases the fee.

Peggy Jarvie’s Answer

- No.
- She doesn’t think it’s a responsible thing to do.
- The proposal will cover the staff salary increases.

Why the fee increase?

Andrew’s Question

- Is the increase just to maintain current increases in salary, or are there any other expenses being covered?

Peggy’s Answer

- Yes, the increase is just to cover the salary increases.
Co-op Fee Increase

Andrew's Question

- Is there a cap or limit to the Co-op fee? It will have increased almost $100 (with the new proposed co-op fee) since I've enrolled here.

Peggy's Answer

- Need to look at what we (CECA) anticipate to increase.
- Times when it's been flat (no fee increase), times when they've not increased it, run a deficit and the university has had to fund it back (2015/2016 fiscal year, once in the early 2000s).
- There's no cap to the co-op fee, but CECA could look into it, something like an acceptable range in which students could expect.

Co-op Fee Decrease

Andrew's Question

- Could we expect the co-op fee to ever decrease, because it's been on a steady incline since I enrolled?

Peggy's Answer

- Great question, crystal ball could tell, tendency would be to believe it likely wouldn’t decrease, but the increase could be smaller.
- CECA wants to have some surplus for unexpected events.
- Peggy thinks (part of the deep-dive) is what type of parameters they're looking at.
- Not an easy piece to do, goal is certainly if they have more surplus than agreed by analysis, they would “spend that down”.
- Reality is that salary increases are driven by the institution.
- 80% of co-op fee goes to salary costs, reducing staffing implies reduces services (not an option).
- Looking forward to hearing information about the deep-dive.
**Student / CECA Statistics**

**Benjamin’s Questions**
- How many students pay into the co-op fee each term, over the course of a given year (ie. statistics on each term)?
- How many full-time CECA employees do you employ?
- How many part-time CECA employees do you employ?
- What’s the average salary for a CECA employee (part-time vs full-time)?

**Peggy’s Answer**
- The average salaries in line with salaries across the university.
- Just this morning in a meeting she was with the associate provost.
- CECA is “in market, where they want to be: ie. not at the top, not in the middle”.
- CECA is confident they’re compensating people appropriately.

**Linear Increase in Salaries and Co-op Fee**

**Andrew’s Question**
- Why are CECA executive salaries increased linearly each year, despite not changing position title / responsibilities? Does this follow other school co-op models?
  - Sure CECA employees have more seniority, but not there’s not any special milestone.

**Peggy’s Answer**
- Part of the staff association.
- Most other schools are unionized.
- The staff association dictates salaries and salary increases. It’s in keeping with the other models at the school.

**Andrew’s Question**
- To Peggy: Your salary has been increasing linearly the past few years, and you’re retiring - does that mean the new Associate Provost of Cooperative and Experiential Education will start earning the same salary, or would there salary be less if they are less senior?
  - NOTE: I prepared this question ahead of the meeting, but didn’t have time to ask this question, since the co-op fee discussion was held at the end.
OSAP Coverage

Andrew’s Question

- The fee isn’t covered by OSAP, right? It doesn’t count as tuition for the tax return.
  - Correct me if I’m wrong, but you pay your co-op fee on 8 academic terms as an engineering student.
    
    $729 \times 8 = $5,832$

- That’s $5,832 (almost $6000) a student in engineering can not claim OSAP for over their degree.

Peggy’s Answer

- Yes, you can’t count this for OSAP.
- The range of salaries for co-op students is so great.
- Co-op salaries have gone up substantially.
- Ability to pay the fee for students is higher.
  - NOTE: Benjamin asked a follow up question about the ethical reasons behind this.
  - Peggy clarified that the increases were only to “break-even” and not be in a deficit, despite increasing the employee salaries on a yearly basis.
Meeting Update

Co-op Affairs Commissioner
Andrew Clubine
- Wants to extend an invitation to this committee for the Co-op Affairs Commissioner in addition to his role being here.

Peggy Jarvie
- Has no concerns with it.
- Thinks another student representative would be good.
- Underway almost 12 years, and having enough student representation at the committee has been a challenge.
- It started out with the only student representation being VPE for FEDS, then extended to student society VP Academics.
- “Would be nice to have both of you at the meeting.”

Work Term Report Pilot Project
Jennifer Woodside
- Transitioning from technical to reflective work term report pieces.
- Students don’t see value in technical reports.
- Perhaps rushing through it.
- Reflective piece fosters deeper learning.
- What they learned, how they will apply it.
- Bridges gap between work term and classroom.
- Students just “do it for the requirement”.
- Gone through challenges, talked to students about the value of learning they’ve experienced in the classroom.
- Want to create a more valuable experience.
- Pilot it in a PD course (PD 6).
- “Enhance writing and value of the WTR”.


Co-op Update

Ross Johnston

- Student employment up by 421 this year.

Stefan Idziak (Associate Dean of Science)

- Not all sunshine and rainbows
- 2A science students, the employment rate is 40%, which is a lot below average.

Co-op Fee

Peggy Jarvie

- Board of Governors makes final decision on the fees.
- Feedback from this committee goes back to the Provost.
- Timing is awkward, proposed fee needs to go to board package at the middle of January.
- Data we usually depend on, we got last Friday.
- In a crush trying to crunch the numbers.

Co-op Fee Deep Dive

Dianne Bader

- Project is currently underway, and they’re making good progress.
- No recommendations put forward by this committee yet.
- However, it did reinforce the need for change.
- Going based on current methodology to determine the co-op fee increase.
- Large one-time expenses that came down the pipe such as space renovations.
- Some other stuff, 7% growth in fiscal year over students scheduled out to work.
- 3 positions for the end of the fiscal year and into 2019 to deal with growth volume.
- 3 positions being paid for centrally done by co-op for the other units in CEE (formerly CECA).
- $729 dollars total, with a $20 (2.8%) increase.
- That increase covers the salary increases for the co-op unit. (2.8% covers salary increases)
Other Questions

*Note: the following questions below are the questions asked by committee members that were not included in the “prior questions” section prepared by Benjamin and I (Andrew M.) before the meeting.*

Stefan Idziak

- You have more co-op students paying the fee now, why the need for such high increases?

Dianne Bader

- Volume increase => more students paying
- Impacts more like 3 years later

Stefan Idziak

- It should catch up somewhere, right?

Peggy Jarvie

- It’s weird when we’ve (CECA) been in a position of growth for the last 10 years.

Stefan Idziak

- Where do most of the resources go?

Dianne Bader

- We don’t know yet because the deep dive hasn’t been completed.

Christine Moresoli *(Associate Dean of Co-op in Engineering)*

- Would help to know what you have at the moment (in terms of deep dive information).
- With regards to the document the piece on co-op and CEE is not apparent, that would have helped.
- My question is: the co-op fee is not sufficient to cover a new program with a co-op piece, or the expansion of a program?
- If faculty is looking to create a new program, should the faculty should expect that the co-op fee is increasing?
- Would this increase with the number of students increasing, paying the fee?
Peggy Jarvie

- As # of students increase => co-op revenue goes up
- Trouble is the “slip year”

Andrew McBurney

- You keep referencing “slip year”, but I’m not sure what you mean.

Peggy

- What it means is that the budget we get is based on last year’s actuals as opposed to our budget being based on the budget for the upcoming year, which is the only way she’s seen it done in the corporate year. Do it based on revenues and expenses.
- Now look at expenses for this year, and prior year revenue actuals

Andrew Clubine

- Is the co-op fee in agreement with the ancillary fee agreement with the university?

Peggy Jarvie

- No.

Andrew Clubine

- At recruitment, is it communicated to students that the co-op fee is what it is, and that it’s subject to fee increases?

Peggy Jarvie

- She doesn’t know.

Benjamin

- Why is the ability to pay the fee a factor if there isn’t a significant increase in services?

Peggy Jarvie

- Not because of that.
- Cost of offering those same services has gone up.
- Relatively similar to the way the market is paying co-op fees.
Dianne Bader

- Services have changed.
- A lot more work for first-work term students, international students.
- CECA can point to those things for justification for the fee increase.

Peggy Jarvie

- Intention is to cover costs, not an ethical thing.
- One of the goals with the deep dive they're working on is to be clearer about the costs.
- Enable more student input.

Peggy Jarvie

- Grant funding from ministry and tuition are the main two funds to run the university as a whole.
- While this constraints growth in domestic students, does not constrain growth of co-op students.
- Should there be differential fees for domestic vs. international students.
- Need to think about philosophically is that something we can do.
- Don't know how it will play out.
- Maybe / maybe not.
- The reality is that everyone pays the same, some students require more and some less.
- Like the insurance scheme.

Benjamin

- Are the people recommending the increase in fee to pay for increased salary having their salary increased?

Peggy

- Just based on the performance rating
- Base increase is done through faculty association, and then staff association
- Not involved in that in any way, shape or form
- About as “arms-length” as you can make it.
Final Words

Peggy

- Really appreciates the questions and comments
- “Good luck in your exams, and Happy Holidays”
External Resources

1. Waterloo Engineering Society Fall 2017 CECA Survey
2. Ontario Sunshine List
3. CECA's 2016 Annual Report
Appendix A

The following data is publicly available data the University of Waterloo has disclosed, showing strong positive correlation between the co-op fee increase, and salary increase on a yearly basis.

Co-op Fee Increase Trends

![Graph showing co-op fee increase trends]

Note: the following data gathered is from my personal Quest fee statement, and the proposal. I unfortunately don’t have historic data past that.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) F14</td>
<td>$634.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) S15 &amp; W16</td>
<td>$658.00</td>
<td>3.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) F16</td>
<td>$676.00</td>
<td>2.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) S17 &amp; W18</td>
<td>$709.00</td>
<td>4.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Proposed F18-F19</td>
<td>$729.00</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CECA Executive Salary Trends

Peggy Jarvie
Associate Provost, Cooperative and Experiential Education

Note: the reason for the outliers (2015 and 2016) is likely because Peggy took some time off due to health related concerns.
Rocco Fondacaro
Director, Student and Faculty Relations
Dianne Bader
Director, Operations
Suman Armitage
Director, Communications & Marketing
Ross Johnston
Executive Director, Cooperative Education

![Salary History Graph](image-url)
Appendix B

People in the Meeting Notes

The following people were mentioned in the meeting notes. Their job title, and contact information is listed below.

CECA Representatives

Associate Provost, Cooperative and Experiential Education, Peggy Jarvie
She's retiring in January, and they're currently looking to hire a new Associate Provost who will be in charge of CEE (formerly CECA), and will chair CEC.

Director, Operations, Diane Bader
I (Andrew) partnered with her in the past to run the WaterlooWorks survey, and invited her to council meeting #4 in the Winter 2017 term (the term WaterlooWorks was launched).

Executive Director, Cooperative Education, Ross Johnston

Director, Centre for Career Action, Jennifer Woodside

Faculty Representatives

Associate Dean Co-op - Engineering, Christine Moresoli

Associate Dean - Science, Stefan Idziak

Student Representatives

VP Education, Andrew Clubine
Vice President, Education - FEDS

VP Academic, Andrew McBurney
Vice President, Academic - Waterloo Engineering Society 'B'

VP-Elect, Academic, Benjamin Beelen
Vice President-Elect, Academic - Waterloo Engineering Society 'B'
Co-op Fee Proposal for fiscal year 2018-2019

The proposed co-op fee is $729, a 2.8% increase over the current fiscal year. The 2.8% increase will only cover anticipated salary increases for existing staff supporting co-op. This fee of $729, will be charged to students starting in May 2018 (FY 2018/19) and 80% will be become budget for Co-op in the FY 2019/20.

Using financial data from 2017/18 to pro-rate the costs, the $729 would be allocated like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2017-2018 Proposed Co-op Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits and Central costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotional Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone equipment and LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaterlooWorks maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$ 729</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 20% of the fee revenue remains in the general university funds to cover benefits and central costs such as space, IST, human resources.
- 66% of the fee will cover the salaries of staff supporting coop. This includes staff supporting students through the recruitment and work terms; staff working with employers to develop new and maintain jobs; staff in the Tatham Centre that work with employers to ensure jobs are posted and ultimately filled; staff in the Tatham Centre that facilitate interviews and employer information sessions; staff that work with the faculties; staff support marketing and communications with students and new and existing employers; and staff working on continuous improvement activities.
- Travel costs are associated with the teams support employers and students. These staff members work out of their home offices and visit employers and students while on work terms.
- Telephone and equipment costs are associated with each staff member.

In future we will be better able to allocate costs to the services provided by coop. A working group consisting of students and co-op representatives has been created to conduct a detailed analysis of the fee, or “deep-dive”. The benefits of a detailed fee analysis include:
- A better understanding for all stakeholders of the guiding principles behind the fee expenditure model.
- Stronger and more transparent communication with student constituents about how the fee amount is determined each year.
- Increased and explicit transparency about how the Co-op Fee funds are spent.

This project is well underway, but no methodology changes have yet been determined so the proposal for 2018/19 fees is following the current methodology.

Additional context:
The co-op fee funds the work conducted in Co-operative Education, Centre for Career Action and CEE Services to support students participating in co-op. It is not a job placement fee. Co-op costs are significant; in addition to support costs, they include running the physical plant year round and the additional teaching load of extra course sections to accommodate the students’ differing academic / work term schedules. These latter two costs are borne by the University and have historically far exceeded the cost of the co-op operation.
Co-op fees are proposed based on an analysis of the staffing required to provide support to the projected number of students scheduled out on work terms, plus non-salary expenses. These costs fall within the CEE co-op budget (direct costs). In addition, the fee is intended to cover indirect costs like employee benefits, computing and space costs, which support co-op work but are incurred in other departments.

The majority of co-op direct costs are salary (over 80%). The non-salary costs are mainly office related, travel for our field staff and business development initiatives. Co-op also receives a small amount of revenue from other sources, i.e. billing employers for the use of rooms and AV equipment on campus to host information sessions. This is typically a flow-through, i.e. the revenue offsets expenses incurred for rooms, a/v and food.

Current Methodology:
Currently, Co-op operates on a slip year basis. That is, the actual co-op fee revenue for a given fiscal year determines the budget for the following fiscal year. 80% of the co-op fee revenue becomes the co-op budget, and 20% is allocated to cover employee benefits and other indirect costs. Assumptions in the calculation are:

- Significant onetime expenses such as major renovations to accommodate the significant increase in interviews are not included.
- Numerous projects in Co-op are being funded by government or strategic theme funding and are not included in the fee proposal.
- Permanent staff increases in the last term of FY18/19 to accommodate volume increases in the GTA are included. These costs are covered by the increase in fee assessments.
- Seven per cent more students were scheduled out to work in the FY 17/18 than FY 16/17; similar growth is expected for FY 18/19.
- Salary costs are over 80% of total budget. Prior year net increase of 3.378% was used to estimate the increase for FY 18/19.
- Three positions supporting all CEE are funded centrally.
- IAP provides the estimated number of fee assessments.

Surplus/deficit
Budget surpluses or deficits can be the result of differences in the estimate of the number of assessments or spending greater or less than budget. A change in methodology in FY14/15 created a deficit that carried forward to FY15/16. This deficit has now been eliminated.

Co-op strives to calculate the fee to be only what is needed to maintain and improve the services provided to students. Co-op also strives to protect students from sharp increases in fees by maintaining a surplus in times of growth for unexpected expenses. These expenses could to react to a downturn in the economy, unexpected student growth, future anticipated hires due to growth, or funding for innovations supporting co-op employment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Declan Smeaton</td>
<td>Food Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Song</td>
<td>Food Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tori Garner</td>
<td>OCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Pinnau</td>
<td>OCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Carr-Matthews</td>
<td>Volunteer Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritika Rao</td>
<td>Volunteer Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Luo</td>
<td>ICSN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ore Dada-Phillips</td>
<td>ICSN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Sesink</td>
<td>Warrior Tribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaiva Dzemionas</td>
<td>MATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjay Bhaskar</td>
<td>MATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zak Virani</td>
<td>Bike Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Krist</td>
<td>Bike Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex McEwin</td>
<td>Glow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Treviranus</td>
<td>Glow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midori Matthew</td>
<td>Women's Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Singh</td>
<td>Women's Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Soares</td>
<td>CRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katee Ezra</td>
<td>SCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith Lam</td>
<td>SCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslassa Amour-Shillingford</td>
<td>Co-op Connection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TO: Speaker of the Board  
CC: FEDS Student Council, FEDS Board of Directors  
FROM: Zishen Qu, MathNEWS  
SUBJECT: Statement to the Feds Council on MathNEWS  
NOTE: Transcribed verbatim

“The online article that imprint wrote has almost all of the relevant emails to this matter.

“From the perspective of myself and my staff, it seems that the Feds administrators looked to make their work easier in terms of auditing and accounting. In the process of doing this, they have pressured many student societies and clubs to close their accounts, and place them directly under a faculty society account. I did not ask if the needs of those societies or clubs was addressed in these closures, but considering my own experiences with the Feds Societies Account, I’ll assume that they were not. You can ask Gayle Goodfellow or the Feds Societies Accountant for a list of these closures.

“Here were the concerns brought to me by the Feds Accountant, as I understand them. First, mathNEWS has little ‘accountability’. In this sense, I presume them to mean that mathNEWS cheques are not written by the Feds Accountant, and no cheque request forms needs to be filed before reimbursement. I thought such concerns were meaningful, and suggested that mathNEWS present it’s actual spending for a term at the next term’s MathSoc General Meeting.

“The second concern that was brought up was the one of record keeping. I was told that there was no problems with record keeping until the Fall 2016 term, but the records during and after that term were sporadic and incomplete. I mentioned that I was looking to standardize the mathNEWS system of record-keeping. It is also worth noting that a previous and soon-to-be-returning editor, George Lambrou, had already started this process.

“The third concern was if the money that mathNEWS was receiving was being spent well for the students. I thought that such a concern being brought up by Feds administrators was inappropriate for discussion. However, I sought to demonstrate that mathNEWS was a worthwhile organization, as I wanted to continue to have amicable relations with Feds. In this meeting, it seemed that the Feds administrators were unwilling to accept any arrangement other than the one they suggested. I suggested an arrangement where the mathNEWS account would be under Feds, with no one having signing authority other than editors, but the cheques themselves would be printed by Feds, after a cheque request. The response was that they would have to ask the board of directors. I took it to mean ‘no’, as that’s what I would say if I wanted to reply ‘no’, but not look bad in the process. In my opinion, that compromise along with finance presentations at a general meeting addresses all of the concerns brought up.

“This pretty much ended my meetings with the Feds Societies Accountant, Gurpreet Saini. If I were to agree to the terms that Feds proposed, it would either force me to disband mathNEWS or give up its independence as a publication. Both of which would be against the principles of the publication, so I
decided that if it came to that, I would resign rather than do either one. It came to a point where a neutral party commented that the Feds Accountant simply had power over *mathNEWS*, and that there was nothing I could do but accept their demands.

“Next, I decided to ask the mathematics undergraduate students on their opinion of *mathNEWS* funding. The most appropriate place for such a discussion was at the MathSoc general meeting, open to all mathematics students who had paid their fee. *mathNEWS* is quite a popular publication, so I was able to get the previous letter of understanding between MathSoc and *mathNEWS* passed easily, after reassuring the MathSoc executives that they would not be the target of retaliation from Feds.

“After this, I was forwarded the emails that are now released by imprint. As you may surmise from my email back to them, I was not pleased at the content of the emails, even less than the so-called negotiations. Asking for *mathNEWS* to be digitized is a most unwelcome suggestion, even ignoring the fact that *mathNEWS* is already available digitally, it was obvious that Gurpreet had never even picked up a copy of *mathNEWS* before making demands of us. It also goes without saying that you shouldn’t ask for a publication that has existed before the internet to be available only on the internet.

“The threat of getting lawyers involved was less than welcome, but I felt that I had distanced most of the staff of *mathNEWS* and the executives of MathSoc sufficiently such that their academic careers would not be in danger. I also felt that I had quite a bit of support, and that my studies at the university were not seriously threatened. I sincerely hope that other student executives of societies did not face the same threat, as I doubt that they would have the same popular support that *mathNEWS* has. It was also very lucky that I knew a few students that had been around for a long time, some of which even participated in writing some of the MathSoc by-laws that I was relying on. Either way, *mathNEWS* is the official publication of mathematics undergraduate students, so I am definitely not going to compromise on the letter of understanding that the MathSoc general meeting passed.

“At this stage, imprint requested an interview, which I accepted, and requested the emails, which I also accepted. However, it is now apparent to me that I should have censored the email addresses in the emails, as imprint itself did not do so for some reason.

“...If you have any questions, feel free to email me here, at mathnews@gmail.com, call me at x36355, or just come to the *mathNEWS* office when I'm around.

“Please note that this was a personal statement of experiences, and the rest of my staff may disagree with my opinions on persons and organizations that I have stated.

“Thanks,

“quizED (Zishen Qu),

“*mathNEWS* Editor, Fall 2017 [sic]”
TO: Speaker of the Board  
CC: FEDS Student Council, FEDS Board of Directors  
FROM: An Anonymous Mathematics Society Executive  
SUBJECT: Anonymous Statement to the Feds Council on MathNEWS

NOTE: Transcribed verbatim

“So what actually happened at GM was that the MathNEWS point was supposed to be a discussion only. However, MathNEWS actually brought up their old MOU without our suggestions. In order to renew it. The math students present had no background information about what was going on and most likely just voted yes to follow the crowd, but I would like to point out that 3/4 MathSoc exec's were against the vote. It was not a good idea to actually go through this MOU.

“After GM, we let Gurpreet know what happened and we agree with her on her statement of ‘I actually got concerned when I heard that the motion to approve the Math News’ MoU was voted on my students in a GM... I thought it would be a council issue ... after considering of facts, budgets, and actuals, not based on a vote of students’.

“Right now, FEDS is getting a lawyer in order to see if we are binded to signing the MOU, and it seems like we might not be since the MOU approval was not part of the agenda, it was only supposed to be a discussion.

“The major concern is that MathNews might be abusing student's money, since they are not willing to show their financials to us [MathSoc] or FEDS. The only financials Gurpreet got from them were not proper, and did not explain how they spend their money.

“If MathNEWS wants money from students, they must be held accountable to how the money is spent. Like you [Seneca] said in your email [to the FEDS VPOF & VPI]: ‘The Societies to abide by FEDS P&P and bylaws for events, manage their money in a manner consistent with all CRA regulations, university policies, and provide Feds with a transparent audit-able budget...’ Currently, MathNEWS isn't doing that and they don't want to do that.

“I do think FEDS did overstep with the certain things regarding the operations of MathNEWS. However, MathNEWS is not being compliant [with MathSoc] so I do think FEDS is doing a good job with this issue.

“The Imprint article is very opinionated and negative towards FEDS, most likely because of the Imprint and FEDS issues in the past. I am not sure of what policies should be implemented. [sic]”

– Anonymous MathSoc Executive
Indigenous Engagement and Inclusivity

Definitions
In this policy:
1. *Indigenous peoples* means “Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a historical continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories, consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing on those territories, or parts of them. They form at present non-dominant sectors of society and are determined to preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their continued existence as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social institutions and legal system” (Jose Martinez Cobo, 1983).¹

The Policy

WHEREAS all students in Ontario must be able to access and excel within Ontario’s post-secondary education systems;

WHEREAS the University of Waterloo is situated on and operates on the traditional territory of the Six Nations;

WHEREAS Indigenous students continue to face ongoing significant historic and cultural barriers, disproportionate challenges, and disadvantages to participation in post-secondary education;

WHEREAS the University of Waterloo has a commitment to addressing education gaps and to maintaining a positive and welcoming environment and successful student experience for the undergraduate Indigenous students, as the University of Waterloo has the responsibility to promote inclusivity by adjusting procedures, activities and physical environments²;

WHEREAS the University of Waterloo has the obligation and responsibility to have policies and procedures in place to support Indigenous students in all educational capacities on the University of Waterloo campuses;
WHEREAS the University of Waterloo must ensure its commitment to develop opportunities for Indigenous students and to contribute to the national process of

¹ Jose R. Martinez Cobo, the Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, wrote the most cited definition of “Indigenous peoples” in his report entitled “Study on the Problem of Discrimination against Indigenous Populations.”
² Further information regarding the University of Waterloo’s campus community and diversity can be found here: https://uwaterloo.ca/about/what-we-stand/campus-community
reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, staff, and faculty as an exemplary practice in Indigenous education, as set out in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission;

WHEREAS the University of Waterloo and the Federation of Students recognize the importance of promoting diversity and unity in all aspects of campus life and providing equal opportunity for all undergraduate students;

WHEREAS Indigenous knowledge, perspectives, cultures, and history have not been adequately integrated in post-secondary education;

WHEREAS the Federation of Students shall acknowledge the necessity of inclusionary practices for undergraduate Indigenous students and recognize the importance of providing knowledge for non-Indigenous students on the histories, cultures, beliefs, and traditions of Indigenous peoples in Canada;

WHEREAS recognizing ST. Paul’s Waterloo Aboriginal Education Centre is the de facto Indigenous student centre of the University of Waterloo campus and has achieved great strides in facilitating Indigenous knowledge and promoting Indigenous support services for all staff, faculty, and students in the Waterloo community;

BIRT as a part of continuing the commitment in decolonizing the institution and creating a welcoming environment, the term ‘Indigenous’ will be used when referring to the First Nations, Metis, and Inuit peoples at the University of Waterloo, as it is a form of acknowledgment of their international legal rights;

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall strive to state traditional territorial acknowledgement of the Six Nations land on the Haldimand tract at events, including but not limited to the Board of Governors and Student Council meetings, the Annual General Meetings, and all other meetings and events hosted by the Federation of Students;

BIFRT It is recommended that the following statement for the official territorial acknowledgement should read:

The University of Waterloo would like to acknowledge that we are on the traditional territory of the Neutral, Anishnaabeg, and Haudensauone peoples. The University of Waterloo is situated on the Haldimand Tract, land promised to the Six Nations, which includes six miles on each side of the Grand River

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall actively engage and consult with Indigenous peoples and communities on matters concerning Indigenous education at the University of Waterloo and do so by establishing an ad-hoc Truth and Reconciliation sub-committee in accordance with Student Council procedures;
BIFRT the Federation of Students shall advocate for the “Indigenization” of University curricula in the form of Indigenous-based courses in various faculties focused on Indigenous pedagogies and academic programming, as well as Indigenous language courses;

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall advocate for the creation of an Indigenous major and minor to be made available to all undergraduate students;

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall advocate for the removal of barriers for the hiring of Indigenous staff and faculty;

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall advocate for, and monitor the collection of, data on retention, graduation, dropout or withdrawal, and enrolment rates of undergraduate Indigenous students in order to evaluate Indigenous student-specific services on campus;

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall continually advocate that the University of Waterloo increase financial assistance, in the form of scholarships and non-repayable emergency bursaries, for Indigenous students;

BIFRT the Federation of Students shall advocate for the incorporation of Indigenous cultures by supporting the construction of larger spaces for Indigenous students;\(^3\)

BIFRT the Federation of Students suggests that future University of Waterloo initiatives with respect to Indigenous student services be offered through or in coordination with the Waterloo Aboriginal Education Centre.

\(^3\) OUSA states that increased Indigenous spaces on university campuses can reduce the feelings of isolation while also promoting awareness of Indigenous programs amongst non-Indigenous staff, faculty, and students (Policy Paper: Aboriginal Students (Toronto: Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance, 2014)).